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Calloway County Favorites 2010

1 TRUSTWORTHINESS

41

• Be honest • Don't deceree, cheat or steal • Be reliable -- do what you say youll do
• Ham the courayr t, do the Nee rang • Build a good reputation
• Be loyal — stand by your family, friends and country

FRIDAY, SEPT.- 3RD LAST DAY
TO TURN IN YOUR BALLOTS!
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MSU: 20
consecutivc
years of
top ranking

Murray, KY 42071

75v

Lovett ;ie Lawn

Durin says latest
accolades are an
opportunity to tout
unique product
By Sherry McClain
MSU Public Relations
MURRAY, Ky. - Murray
State University has just been
recognized for the 20th consecutive year as one of the best
schools in the country. Once
again, Murray is the top-ranked
Kentucky regional public university' in the 2011 U.S.News
Sr World Report's Best Colleges
guide. Murray State comes in at
22iid in the South among private and public schools and is
the 12th top public university in
the nation, both in the
Master's/Comprehensive category. MSU is in seventh-place
among the top public universities in the Souih.
"These rankings give us the
opportunity to emphasize the
unique product we have to offer
our students," Dr. Randy J.
Dunn, president of Murray' State
University. said. "The methodology behind the U.S.News
rankings is based on quality and
value — two areas in which we
receive accolades quite regular-

portable stage was rolled out to the quad at Murray State
University last night for a "Lovett on the Lawn" concert that featured two bands and a bicycle toss. At left, attendees wave their
cell phones to the bluegrass and rock stylings of Bawn in the Mash during their opening set. Top left, Clarence Dobbins sings to the crowd as
his bard, the Clarence Dobbins Revue, closes out the concert. Above,
also included in the night's events wa.s a bicycle toss sponsored by
Gear Up Cycles. MSU students signed up to toss a bicycle as tar as
they could to win a brand-new bike. Pictured, Tyler Larson, a senior
public relations and advertising major from Marshall County, hurls the
bike. Larson's best toss was 34 feet 4 inches.
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WEATHER.

KYSER LOUGH +' Ledger & Times

TOMORROW

TODAY

90s
60s

Forecast
By The Associated Press
sunny
Tuesday...Partly
Highs around 90. Northeast
winds around 5 mph.
night...Mostly
Tuesday
cloudy A slight chance of showers and thunderstorms in the
evening...Then a chance of
shoi,vers and thunderstorms
after midnight. Lows in the
upper 60s. East winds around 5
mph_ Chance of precipitation 30
percent.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
showers and thunderstorms.
Highs in the upper 80s.
Southeast winds around 5 mph.
Wednesday night...Partly
cloudy.

Parks board eyes $25o fine for
anyone in park after closing time
By TOM BERRY
Staft Writer
Murray-Calloway
C'ounty Parks board of
directors is tired of damage to property caused by vandals and is seeking authorization from city and county officials to impose a $250 fine on
anyone found on park grounds
after closing time.
During a meeting of the board
at the Murray-Calloway Transit
Authority building Monday

r

night, board members voted
unanimously to approve the
move following a report from
Director Matt Martin that vandals had again climbed a chainlink fence in the pool area and
caused damage. The damage
was minor, but could have been
worse Martin said.
Martin suggested imposing a
stiff fine on anyone caught on
park grounds after closing, but
far more punitive than the city's
current fine for trespassing. In

proposing a
fine of $250.
board member
Jeremy Bell
and others said
amount
the
needs to get
the attention
anyone
of
entering the
Martin
park to cause
damage.
"You have to make it high
enough to get their attention.-
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Mullen guest speaker
at reading convocation
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Bell said.
Board Chair Jason Lovett and
others board members agreed.
Of course, the $250 is for
being caught on park grounds
after closing time. In the event
the trespasser causes damage, a
charge of criminal mischief or
worse will be filed leading to
possible jail time and payment
of court costs. The department
is running into consistent trou-

KYSER LOUGH Ledger Times
Author Thomas Mulien signs a copy of his book,"The Last
Town on Earth," for Murray State Ur,iversity freshman
Matthew Whitt of Hickman after speaking to the students at
the New Student Convocation yesterday.
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By KYSER LOUGH
Staff Writer
Be open-minded and try
everything, but he true to yourself.
That was author Thomas
Mullen's opening message to
State
Murray
incoming
University students during the
New Student Convocation in
Lovett Auditorium Monday
afternoon. Mullen spoke as part
of the 2010 Freshman Reading
Experience. as his novel, "The
Last Town 011 Earth.- was

selected as the 2010 FRE book.
Students were asked to read the
novel prior to their arrival on
campus. and it wiil be used as a
discussion nml throughout the
year, including Mullen's lecture
at the convocation.
Mullen opened by reminiscing
on his college years, and how he
and his friends sat through the
movie "Yellow' Subniarinewithout realizing that they all
had no idea what was going on.
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Murray
schools
hail ACT
scores
By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Independent
Murray
Schools officials are proud
of their 2009-10 Murray
High School junior class
which scored among the Top
10 in the state on the
American College (ACT)
Test.
The students achieved an
averaged composite score of
19.9 out of a possible 36
points on the test; besting
the state average of 18.5 in
English, math, science and
ninth
reading; placing
among 174 school districts
in the state.
Bob
Superintendent
Rogers said he was proud of
the achievernent.
"Our reputation for excellence is evident once again
in this outcome.- he said.
"Murray places an emphasis
on this type of education....NVe are excited w ith
these student results. however. we try to never become
complacent."
According to Rogers, state

II See Page 2
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From Front

From Front

Leadership Murray
schedules reception

They later feigned a Jeep
ly. This being our 20th year ti.
understanding of the 11Im until
the U.S.News rankings speak,
they.. found out that nobody
to a rich tradition of excellence
understood it. From that point
By HAWkiNS 'TEAGUE
and dedication to our mission."
on. they decided to never preAlso announcetl today. was Staff Writer
tend to be in on something they
s the Leadership lomorrow class of local high school stuMurray State's rating as a
don't understand and Mullen
dents
begins its 10th year. alumni of its adult counterpart,
"Military Friendly School" by
asked the MST! students to do
Leadership Murray. will host a welcoming. reception next
G.I./obs magazine. Murray,
the sanw. He asked them to he
recognized on this list last year. week.
willing to try ncw expenenccs
The reception will be held from 4:30-6 p.m. Wednesday. Aug. 25.
was noted for the support and
but to not forget the person they.
flexibility it offers military stu- at Murray State University's Sid Easley Alumni Center and is for
were in the process.
dents. as well accreditations all current students in the program anti their families. The program
Mullen then spent time talking
held by the school and its degree is for high school juniors and seniors from txith Itx:al school disabout his book. "The List Town on
tricts that aims to teach them about many aspects of the communioptions.
Earth.- and his process of writing
ty and prepare them to be business leader, in the future, said
Last
week, Forbes placed
Leadership Tomorrow Director lean Bennett.
it. The book is set in 1918. dunng
MSU on its "America's Best
Bennett said Leadership Mun-ay is held every. two years and the
World War I and the Spanish Flu
Colleges" listing and rated the
idea for the youth class came about while she was participating in
pandemic. In the novel. the logging
university a "Best College Buy"
Leadership Murray. She said that once she got involved and began
town of Commonwealth decides to,
KYSER LOUGH / Ledger E. Times
for its quality and affordabilivisiting various organiaations around town and learning more
in essence, quarantine itself from Authc: Thomas Mullen speaks during his address to
new ty/value. Forbes reviews just
about them, she was shocked at how little she had previously
the :est of the world in order to Murray State University students at the New
Student nine percent of the 6,600
known about the city in which she lived. She said it occurred to her
avoid contamination by the flu A Convocation yesterday. Mullen talked about
the process of accredited postsecondary instithat if high school students were given a similar opportunity, they
conflict anses when a weary' and researching and writing his novel, "The Last
tutions in the U.S.
Town on Earth."
would have an advantage if they chose to pursue a career in their
sickly sddier shmvs up at a road
The U.S.Ncws rankings
hometown one day.
blockade and requests to come in.
package provides art examinaBennett said Leadership Tomorrow meets once a month and visThis conflict develops arid deepens
tion of more than 1.400 accredits organizations based on a particular theme chosen for that day.
when other issues anse based on
ited four-year schools in a comsuch as agriculture. law, community resources or arts and humanithe fear and confusion of the people
parison of 16 widely accepted
progress successfully in their
From Front
ties. Besides getting the help of local businesses and organizations
of Commonwealth.
indicators
excellence
of
. inclad- in planning the trips, Bennett said businesses
next life step of postsecondary
have been very genThe idea to whir the book came law requires all Kentucky's
education, military or the work- ing peer assessment. graduation erous in sponsoring Leadership Tomorrow
and that it wouldn't be
about when Mullen picked up a public school junior to paniciand retention rates, faculty
force," she said.
possible without them.
magazine in the late '90s and read pate in the AC7' exam which is
resources. student selectivity.
Benchmark scores tallied for
Bennett said the program has also had the support of State Rep.
an article about the Spanish Hu. He paid for by state funds. Tbe disthe 44,390 Kentucky junior stu- financial resources and alumni Melvin Henley and State Sen. Ken Winters. who host
a dinner for the
had no knowledge of the pandemic trict's focus on student progress
dents who took the test last giving.
students when they take their two-day trip to Frankfort each February.
and began researching it. In his is monitored and each student is
"As
soaring college costs She. said Winters and Henley- have
spring. indicate this year's 114
invited governors. legislators and
reading. he found tha: there were self-motivated to perform well.
nuke the decision more compli- other officials to join them
MHS seniors again scored well
for the dinner. Other activities during the
limns that set up blockades in
"We have approximately 85 above the
cated
than
ever.
U.S.News
state percentage of
trip have included sitting in on House and Senate education committee
attempts to curb the spread of the percent of our high school stustrives to provide students and
students meeting benchmark in
meetings and Supreme Court sessions. she said.
flu and the concept of that intngued dents advance to postsecondary the
families with the best informafour content areas.
Bennett said sponsors of the program go to great lengths to
him.
education opportunities with a
Beechwood
Independent tion to help guide them through ensure that every applicant gets a fair chance of being admitted and
"It blew. me away, it didn't seem large number of students School
the process," said Bnan Kelly. that the anonymous evaluators who choose
District ranked first in
the students aren't able
real ... like something you would enrolled in honors or advanced Kentucky
editor of U.S.News & World to pick favorites. Students can apply
school districts, folto be a part of the program
see in a movie," Mullen said. "1 placement classes." Rogers lowed
Report.
"This
year
the
challenge during the spring of their sophomore and junior years. The threeclosely
by
other
wa.s fascinated by. the dilemma (of a said. "This is reflected when our Kentucky
Independent School comes down to finding the right page application involves wnting shon responses about the most
sick soldier wanting in) and could students are recognized with districts.
college — at a cost you can imponant person in their lives, their concerns
Those that followed
about the communisee both arguments."
hundreds of scholarships and include: Ft. Thomas.
ty and other issues.
second; afford."
While Mullen was writing the the KEES money that is award- Oldham
For the 2011 rankings,
The applications are turned in to teacher sponsors Laurie
County. third; Walton
novel, he said he was heavily influ- ed to our students. We're told by Verona,
U.S.News made some changes Edminster at Murray High School and larrod Martin
third while Pikeville
Calloway
enced by. the politics of the time. It college recruiters that when a Independe
nt 2009-2010 juniors to its Best Colleges methodol- County High School. who then give them to Bennett. Bennett said
was post-9/11 and during a time Murray High transcript is seen it ranked
ogy and presentation. This year she then removes the front page that contains the students'
fourth
and
names
where he said a poll showed that reflects that this student is pre- Elizabeth
the numerical rank of the top 75 and marks out any factors in the applications that might
town Independent is
identify
many Democrats and Republicans pared to do well in college."
percent
of schools in each cate- who the students are. The evaluators then individually rank the
recognized as fifth.
thought the other party was actualEleanor Mills Spry. assistant
Rogers said MHS students gory is shown as opposed to the ones they think are best and the lists are compared to decide who
ly' evil.
supenntendent of curriculum again are ranked in the top
ACT top 50 percent of former years. gets in. She said they are usually. able to accept around 25 appli
"It made rDe realize that it's hard and instruction. said the Murray percentile benchmar
Additionally, graduation rate cants and no more than 30.
ks across
for us to acknowledge that some board of education is continu- the
performan
ce is more heavily
state. joining other top indepeople might just have a different ously encouraging and support- pendent,
weighted.
traditional magnet and
opinion than us we are so quick ing more ngorous course work high perfonnin
g Kentucky high
to ascnbe bad motives to them," for all students.
schools.
Deputy had been stabbed
wall and an inflatable obstacle
Mullen said.
From Front
"The expectation is that all
"This MHS stellar group is
course sponsored and operated
Based on this thought. Mullen students are held to higher stan- also recognized
before shooting suspect
as well above
ble with vandalism: particularly by the
said he tried to write the novel with dards through course selection the states
Kentucky' National
college readiness perat Central Park. In the last few Guard. But
WILLIAMSTOWN. Ky.
no obvious villains but instead tried and course rigor. Those stu- centages."
that's not all. A
he said.
years vandals have damaged the water balloon
(AP) — A northern Kentucky
to show many. opposing view- dents not meeting ACT benchrace, a HulaKentucky.
along
with
pool area and trashed the his- Floop gauntlet.
sheriff said his deputy, who
points.
a roll-over simumark are provided additional Michigan. Colorado, Arkansas
tone
Waters
shot and killed a man. had been
Schoolhouse.
lator sponsored by Kentucky
"Everyone in the book is motivat- instruction specific to the stu- and Illinois,
are the only states
If approved by the Muffay State Police, a
stabbed several times before he
Cli by the best of intentions. and 1 dents' performance as required nationwide
" testing while
requiring every pubCity Council and Calloway driving" simulator
fired.
just wanted to show :ye can still by Senate Bill One."
and an illelic high school junior take the
Grant County Sheriff Chuck
County Fiscal Coun. signs will gal-drug recognitio
have so much conflict in the world
n display
MISD's goal is to ensure stu- exam. The national averaged
Dills told The Kentucky
be clearly posted at entrances to will also be included.
with just the best intentions.- he dents have the preparation for a composite
score is yet to be
Enquirer
the
notify
vest
the
worn
public
by
and warn off
said.
"We expect more than 500
successful transition to postsec- released. according to ACT offiDeputy Kevin Burke tnight
trespassers. All park grounds people to come
Mullen went on to talk on other ondary education without need- cials.
out this year,"
have saved his life early
open at 7 a.m. Monday through Harrington said.
a.spects of his novel and answer ing remedial courses their first
"It will be
Editor's note: It was incorrectMonday.
Sunday.
Chestnut Park closes at much bigger than last year."
questions from the audience before year of college.
ly reported in Saturday's newsThe deputy fatally shot 359 p.m. and Central Park closes
thanking them for their participaA disc golf tournament has
"MHS graduates go forward paper that MHS ranked 19th
year-old lames Edward &akin.
at 10 p.m. The Bee Creek soccer also been suggested
tIon
with solid academie skills to instead ot ninth.
as well as
who was wanted for failure to
complex closes at dusk.
possible construction of a
appear in Boone County coun
In other action. the board "hummingbird"
garden on park
on drug and littering charges.
heard a report from "Play Day grounds in connection
to the
in the Park" organizers Pat effort that may
lead to up to
Harrington
and
Clayton S20,0110 in grant funding supHendricks that they have big porting recreation
al programs
plans for this year's event which and facilities.
11101 Whitnell %se.
will take place from 9 a.m. to 2
In other action. board memMurray. K1 12071-111$11
p.m. on Saturday, Sept. 25. Play bers also voted to
no longer loan
Phone (270) 753-1916
Day in the Park was kicked off park equipment for
ra a 12701 753-19'27
any reason
last
yea, after Murray was other than parks related
Mon.- Fri. 8:00 a.m. - 5:011p.m.
proawarded a second "Playful City grams. So far three
Cloned Sat & Sun.
bags includUSA" designation; its second in ing softball-baseball equipment
\lice House.
two years. Harrington said she has not been returned.
an141
,
14011711111,111eilgre., 4011
When
ts awaiting the announcement equipment is
loaned out to
1.reg liras
Edinn
that
the
city
has been awarded sporting teams or other park
editorloniurraslmlger
the honor for the third time.
programs. a check-out proceI :htis Viondall. Advertising Mgr
Included among the fun for dure will be initiated
arls4rnurray ledger 4.4011
to keep
youngsters and the whole fami- track of the items
which must be
Paducah Sun Guest Editorial Writer
Ashley Morns. Classifieds Mgr
ly this year is a rock-climbing returned by a set
clas.silied(emurraslerlgri orn
deadline.
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"Take Back the Country"

Sat., Aug. 28 • 10:30 a.m.
Brandon Auto World • 121 By-Pass, Murray, KY

Keynoter: Mr. Jim Waters

Vice-President & Director of Policy/Communication

Mr Jan Waters

Cionlation
treulationOMnittrasledgerrorn

Bluegrass Institute

Brother Stephenson was a Austin Peay basketball
player in the 1970's. He is the Senior Preaching
Minister for the Midwest Church of Christ in
Louisville, Kentucky for 25 years. Helped establish
Village Leaming & Development Centers.
In 2009 these center's served over 800 students
from K-12 grades and had worked with other
200 parents and grandparents.
Bill Johnson,
Elkton, has a
degree in Electrical
Engineering ISE a
MBA and is a
decorated Iraqi
Veteran, earning
the National
Defense Service
Medal

Special Singers:
For Heaven's Sake
And a host of others'

Rita Boggess. Rosin,. Mgr.
rhoggemkrmurravlediter 4 0711
Subricnirturn Raw,
All sulmenptions 'unable in
Home delisery 6 days a week

3 MOS 6 mob
, $30 I $55

Year
105
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Going On Vacation?
Need A Break?
We now offer short terni respite care.
Call us for further information
753-7109 or 759-1883
Toll Free 1-888-666-9313
Ask for Karen or Tamra
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Top Dem Reid: Build
mosque elsewhere

way
mtion

WASHINGTON (AP) -The Senate's top Democrat
says a mosque should not be
built near the site of the Sept.
I I terrorist attacks.
Sen. Harry Reid of Nevada

al high school stuadult counterpart
ling reception next

on Monday became the highest
profile Democrat to break with
President Barack Obama. who
on Friday backed the right for

ednesday. Aug. 25,
t Center and is foi
tilies. The program
h local school disis of the communiIn the future. said

the

deveiopers

to

build

a

mosque near ground zero.
In a statement. Reid said the
first amendment protects freedom of religion and he respects
that. but the mosque should be
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built somewhere else.
Critics have said the location of the mosque is insensiKVSER LOUGH
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EXPLORE MURRAY: Area businesses. churches and other organizatio
ns welcomed new students at Murray State University last week at the Regional Special
Events Center with an
"Explore Murray" event. Students browsed informational booths, ate
a provided meal and
played games. Pictured, Marquis Wadebey, a junior, edges out Dana Lambe,
freshman from
Chesterville. Mo., at the turn while racing in giant plastic bubbles.

ite care.

:ion

Reid is in a tight campaign
for re-election in Nevada. His
opponent, Republican Sharron
Angle, earlier in the day called
for

Reid

to

say

whether

he

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger 8 Times tile photo
The Murray Pclice Department's K-9 unit, Nero, is pictured at
Murray Central Park last August during the 2009 Crime
Awareness Day. Nero died this week at the age of 10 after
seven years with the department.

agreed with Obama.

Kentucky's 101st Airborne
celebrates 68th birthday
Famed 'Screaming Eagles' activated
Aug. 16, 1942, at Camp Claiborne, La.
FORT CAMPBELL, Ky.(AP)
— The famed 101st Airbome
Division marked its 68th birthday Monday, one of many
anniversaries spent deployed
around the world.
The division that came to be
known as the Screaming Eagles
was activated on Aug. 16, 1942,
at Camp Claiborne, La.
According to a letter from the
division's current leadership in
eastem Afghanistan, the 101st
has celebrated 12 birthdays in
foreign lands. including during
World VVar 11, in Vietnam and in
Iraq and Afghanistan.
Nearly 200)0 soldiers from
the division based at Fort
Campbell
are
currently
deployed to Afghanistan. Maj.
Gen. John Campbell and
Command Sgt. Major Scott
Schroeder addressed current and
former members of the division
in a letter from the division's
headquarters
at
Bag:am
Airfield.
"We would like to take this
opportunity to thank you for

your service to this incredible
division, and remind you to be
thankful for our great families at
home who quietly serve and
face their own challenges so that
we can do what we love to do,"
the letter said.
The division's first commanding general, Maj. Gen. William
C. Lee, noted at the time that
while the unit had no history. it
had a "rendezvous with destiny." Lee said that the new division would be habitually called
into action when the need was
"immediate and extreme."
which has remained true
throughout the division's histoFollowing activation, the division left for training in England
in September 1943 raid on June
6, 1944, the soldiers parachuted
into occupied France. The division also deployed to the
Netherlands during Operation
Market Garden and to Bastogne.
Belgium, to hold back the
German offensive through the
Ardennes Forest in the Battle of

Bulge.
The division was reactivated
on Sept. 21, 1956. at Fort
Campbell, Ky., and ordered by
President
Dwight
D.
Eisenhower in 1957 to escort the
"Little Rock Nine," the first
nine African American students
at Little Rock Central High
School in Arkansas, past white
protesters angry about desegregation of public schools.
Between 1965 and 1972, the
division fought in Vietnam,
including in the Tet Offensive.
The division shed their parachutes in favor of helicopter
operations and was redesignated
an air assault division in 1974.
In Devember 1985. 248 soldiers from the division retuming
home from a six-month deployment to the Sinai Peninsula were
killed in a charter airplane crash
near Gander, Newfoundland.
In 1990, the division deployed
to the Middle East to face Iraqi
forces in Kuwait in Operations
Desert Shield and Desert Storm.
A brigade from the division
deployed to Afghanistan in
November 2001 after the Sept.
11 terrorist attacks and the division was part of the invasion of
Iraq in ;".003.

NOTICE
• The Murray Planning
Commission will meet at 5
p.m. Tuesday in City Hall.
They will hear requests from
W.D. Steele to use a premanufactured office for up to
one year at 624 North Fourth
St. and at 318 Solar Drive.
There wiil also be an advisory meeting for a proposed
planned development for a
Huck's at 411 South 12th St.
• The Murray Board of
Zoning Adjustments will meet
at 4:30 p.m. Wednesday at
City Hall. There will be a
review of an appeal from PaLamm and Dons Clark-Sarr
related to a home-based
Internet travel business.
There will also be a public
hearing to review the conditional use permit application
from Kelsey Sykes to allow a
consignment store in a B-1
zoning district at 1415 Main
St. A compatibility hearing
will also be held for the proposed project of a Huck's at
411 South 12th St.
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Avery.
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said. -This closure is beyond my
I apologize for the

inconvenience this closing

County-

open

Circuit Clerk's office

is

Monday through Thursday
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encourages anyone needing a drivers license or ID transaction on
Friday, Sept. 3. to attend to the
matter earlier in the week.
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"said Sgt. Tracy Guge in a
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Both the handler arid Nero
went through an extensive
three-week police K-9 training.
Since the time he was purchased, Nero worked not only
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Murray area, but other

locations in westem
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such

as

written statement. "Nero served
Bureau
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the

Murray
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Police
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detection and
K-9 for seven

only
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Enforcement
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s

years.-

Guge said Nero was obtained
in 2003 through funding provid-

career

consisted

drug interdiction

of

highway

work, search

ed by the Pennyrile Narcotics

warrants, school searches and

Task Force and was originally

demonstrations for a wide vari-

assigned

to

Detective

Donald

Bowman. Bowman picked Nero
from

K-9 trainer

Kennels

in

Kentucky

Von

"Nero
'
s service

Liche

Peru, Ind.

After

transferred

to

State

ety of civic and school organizations. He was 10 years old.

Police, Nero

was assigned to Detective Chris

has

made

nity, as

well

as those

around

us.
"Guge said."His service and
ability will be greatly missed...

If You Are a Current or Former Policyholder
of Progressive Direct Insurance Company or
Certain Related Companies, a Proposed Class
Action Settlement May Affect Your Rights.
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Staff Report
The
Murray
Police
Department reported Tuesday
that Nero, the department's
drug-sniffing dog. had died.
-It is with great sadness that
the Murray Police Department

Continental

mandated furlough day of Sept. 3,

of the

MPD K-9 unit Nero dies
after 7 years of service

related companies named National
Progre,,tie has agieeu to reale .1 lull refund to bc
Insurance Company. Progressive do Wed among all Settlement Class Members. All
Aviv anced Insurance Company.Progressiv e American
Settlement Class Member, will recetve a refund in
Insurance Company, Progressive Classic Insurance
the form ot a etk,.k

Clerk's office to be closed
Friday, Sept 3, Avery says
Due

Term Crier
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Obituaries
Alberta Gene Wrather
tor .Alherta

Murray Ledger & Times

Obama:'Don't
give in to fear'

Clara M. Harding

Gene Wrather will he held today.
lila NI 11,11)1111g.
Ninfid, died Monday. Aug. 16. 2010. at
Tuesday., Aug, 17, 2010, at 3 p.m. :a the J.H. Churchill Funeral Spring
Creek Health Care in Murtay.
Home with the Rev. Andy' Harrell officiating. Bunal will follow in
Harding v.a. a member ot du: Broadway Church ol Christ in
the Murray. Memorial Gardens. Visitation will be held from I p.m.. Paducah.
a retired dental surgeon's personal assistant for 25 years
until funeral hour at the funeral home. The J.H. Churchill Funeral
and WaS .1 member of the International Ladies
Home is in ctuu-ge ol arrangements. Online condolences can be
Garment Workers in Jackmm. Tenn. She volunN111 WAUKEE (API - policies
made at. wwv..thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
that
teered at Vs'estern Baptist Hospital in Paducah and
Flying thousands of miles to created
this
NVrather. 89, of Murray. died Aug 14. 2010, at Glendale Place in
had more than 1.1100 hours.
reap millions of dollars, mess in the first
Murray. Wrather was bom in Kalaintucio, Mich., on Feb. 1. 192 tt,
Harding is survived by a daughter. Martha All. President
Barack Obama is plac:." Obama
the late Rexford Nutten and Effie Parks Nutten. Before retiring
Willard Jr.) of Murray: three sisters. Irene Kincaid dashing
across the country to said
Wrather worked as a registered nurse. She was a member of the
at
a
of Memphis, Tenn.. June Raines(Duane)ot Toone. help his party
retain power. fundraiser in
Eastwood Baptist Church and a niember of the Adult Sunday School
Venn.. and Ann Puckett (Neal) of Midway, Ark.; essentially offering
one familiar Wisconsin. "In
class.
two grandchildren. Joe Mark Alls (Selena) argument: Republican
s don't Nove tn be r,
In addition to her parents. Wrather was preceded in death by her
Haleyville. Ala.. and Charles Maupin of Gupton; solve problems.
you•re going to
husband. Hoye': Wrather and son, Scott Wrather. She is survived by
one
great-gran
ddaughter
and one great-greatHarding
"Don't give in to fear.- have
two daughters, Cheryl Rieger of Nashville, Tenn., and Shelley
that
granddaughter.
Obarna saiti Monday in his latest choice.Nelson of Mun-ay; eight grandchildren, Dawn Hill of Paducah,
She i+ preceded in death by. her husband, Joe Thomas Harding;
Obama
ominous vision of a country led
Obama has
Brian Buchanan of Phoenix. Ariz.. Sara Smith of Santa Clara, Calif., parents. Oatha Napoleon.
and Pauline Estell Gault Turner. a daugh- by. the opposition party. "Let's
advanced all the big parts of his
Daniel Rieger of Indianapolis, Ind., Jordan Rieger of New York City. ter. Clara Jo Maupin:
great-granddaughter. April Alls Beck; six sis- reach for hope."
agenda -- the massive stimulus
N.Y., Anne Wrather. Steven Wrather. and Jenny Wrather all of ters; and one brother
()barna has settled on his spending bill, health care
Lexington; and I great-grandchildren.
Graveside services will be held today, Tuesday., Aug. 17, 2010. at
message for the pivotal midterm reform, the rewriting of rules fin
2 p.m. at the Maplelawn Park Cemetery in Paducah. Officiating
will elections. which means what he Vs'all Street - with little or no
Martin Albert Seeger
be Willard Alls Jr. and burial will foliow at the cemetery.
said Monday in !Milwaukee will Republican suppon.
Martin Albert Seeger, 92, of Symsonia, died Sunday, Aug. 15. Expressions of sympathy may go to;
Freed-Hardeman University: sound like what he says Tuesday
Republicans counter that the
2010, at I 2:25 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital in Paducah. Born in Associates "In memory of her great-gran
ddaughter April Alls Beck- in Seattle and Wednesday in president's policies have
come
York County. Penn., he was a member of the staff box 114, Henderson, Tenn. 38340. Online condolence
s can be Miami. He is covering more at a huge cost to taxpayers far
Immanuel Lutheran Church in Murray: and was a left at www.thejhehurchillfurieralhome.com.
than 8,1X10 freewheeling miles in into the future without the pay1111111) retired Mat:hinist from Caterpillar in Peoria. III. He
three days. the kind of personal off many' voters want most: jobs,
WaS a meirtber of the 974 United Auto Workers.
He Joy Shaw Donner
attention that gets donors to the
Obania's campaign speech is
also operated a grain and cattle tarn) in Woodford
Jo!, sh,o, i)oillier. 74, of Mun-ay. died Sunday. Aug. 15. 2010, at door.
filled with lines he has used for
County... III. Seeger also worked with H & R Block as Culpepper Assisted Living
in Paducah.
This week offers not just a weeks.
a tax preparer and sen.ed in the U.S. Amy during Vs'6rld War II in
She was a retired Nutritional Education Consultant for the window for
Mama to campaign
As intended. they usually
Europe. He achieved the rank of Second Lieutenant while in France. National Dalry Council
in New York, N.Y. She was a member of St. - Congress is gone, his sum - yield fresh
laughs and applause
He was the son of the late Martel Seeger anti the late Fredia Matthew's by the Lake.
she was also a graduate of Murray State flier vacation awaits - but also from local. friendly
audiences
Klahold I Seeger.
University. Mr+. Donner was horn Nov. 24, 1935 in Arlington.
a window into his thinking who have never had occasion to
He is survived by his wife of 46 years. Mary Frances (McCoyle)
Survivors include a daughter. Lisa Donner Strom (Eric) of about the
fall campaign. Despite hear them before. Like his
Seeger of Symsonia; two sons. David Martin Seeger and wife Pam Pamoria. Calif..
son, Edward Shaw Donner of Bowling Green, and deep voter impatience over the metaphor
about Republicans
of Bethesda. Md.. and Douglas Neal of Tucson. Ariz.; and one sister. Gay Harper
of Clinton. Mrs. Donner is preceded in death by sickly economy, the White
and driving: put the car in "D"
grandchild. Leslie Neal of Jay. Fla. Five nieces and two nephews her husband. Edward
Otto Donner. and parents, William and Mary House is betting people will tas in Democrat)
if you want to
also survive.
Lee Gay Shaw. Online condolences can be left ai: www.the- stick with
Democrats if the move ahead,"R" if you want to
Preceding Seeger in death were his first wife. Betty: tWickeD jhchurchillfuneralho
me.com.
choice is framed as one between go backward.
Seeger: and four sisters, Treva Hildebrand, Dorothy Seeger. Marie
those who act and those who
As leader of the Democratic
Shultz and Cathertne Whiting. Arrangements are being handled by
Euell David Elkins
obstruct.
Party:. even with diminished
Collier Funeral Home, Benton. Funeral services will be held at 3
A memorial serv ice tor Euell David Elkins will be held Thursday.
On Monday., he warned of appeal. Mama has political job
p m. Wednesday, Aug. 18, 2010, in the Chapel of the Collier Funeral
Aug. 19, 2010. at 11 a.m. at the Sugar Creek Baptist Church with the reliving a dreadful past, saying description
that demands he
Home in Benton. Rev. Dr. Chad Foster will officiate.
Rev. Darrell Walker officiating. Visitation will he held from 9 a.m. Republicans want voters "to be help elect
lawmakers anti state
Interment and military rites will follow in the Clarks River
until service hour at the church. Online condolences can he made at, afraid of the future.executives who support his
Cemetery in Symsonia. Friends may call after I p.m. Wednesday,
www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. The 1.11. Churchill Funeral
-The worst thing we could do agenda. He needs them, too.
Aug. 1 X. until the funeral hour at 3 p.m. at the Collier Funeral Home
Home is in charge of arrangements.
is to go back to the very same
in Benton. The family. asks that memorial contnbutions be made to
Elkins, 56. of Murray. died Saturday. Aug. 14, 2010. at his resithe Bethesda Lutheran Communities Inc.. 6110 Hoffman Dr..
dence. Elkins was born in ('alloway County on Mar. 10. 1954. He
Watertown. WI 510X4.
was a member of ill! Sugar Creek Baptist Church.
Elkins is preceded in death by one brother. Anthony Elkins. who
William T. James
died in 1997. Elkins is survived by his parents, James W. and Lois
, graveside service was held today, Tuesday, Aug. 17, at I p.m. Robertson Elkins
of Murray; four sisters, Antoinette Gividen and
at Kentucky Veterans West Cemetery in Hopkinsville for William T. husband William
B. of Murray. Mary Sears anti husband Stephen of
James.
.
Calvert City, Rachel Tinsley and husband Tony of Hazel, and Ashley:
•i
ft James, 66, or Murray. died Wednesday, Aug. IL Tefft and husband
Paul of Murray; anti one brother James William
2010, at his residence. He was P.O.W. Vietnam Elkins. II and wife Elysa
NEW YORK (AP) -- There
Oil has tracked sux:k prices
of Murray. Also surviving are several
Veteran and was awarded the Navy Cross medal. nieces and nephews.
were some smiles at the gas in recent weeks, as investors
Vietnam Cross of Gallantry. with Palm, two silver
pump on Monday as the average gauge consumer sentiment stars. two bronze stars. Purple Heart medal, Navy
price of a gallon of unleaded and energy demand - by the
Lyda
K.
Banvw
Unit Citation, Combat Action Ribbon, Presidential Unit Citation,
Funeral services for Lyda K. Barrow' were held on Sunday, Aug. regular dropped by a couple of direction sux:ks take. The Dow
Navy Commendation Vidal. James is preceded in death by his
Jones Industrial Average was
15, at 2 p.m. at Ridgeway Funeral Home with the Rev. Cory Cain cents across the country.
wife, Ester James. He is_vrvived by several close friends including
The average retail price of down about 25 points
officiating. Burial followed at Elm Grove Cemetery in Murray.
afterCally Vernon. Steve CoMan. Cindy Cantrell and family.
Barrow. 88. of Pans, Tenn.. died on Aug. 25. 2010. at Henry. gasoline is $2.75 a gallon. noon trading. The NASDAQ
according
to AAA, Wright and the S&P 5(X) were also little
County Healthcare Center in Paris.
and
Oil
Price changed.
She was a member of Maplewood Baptist Church where she was Express
Some analysts think that ecoa former Sunday. school teacher and G.A. leader. She was also an Inforniation Service. That•s
avid gardener. She was married to Austin Buford Barrow on July 16, down 2 cents from Friday and nomic data, lower stock prices
2.4 cents from a week ago. Gas and an abundance of oil could
1939, and he preceded in death in 1973.
Su casa de la Garantia por vida
She is also preceded in death by her parents, Noble D. and Menie is 11.3 cents a gallon higher than keep crude prices from rising
Se complace en traerle
flinch stx tn.
B. Knight; one sister Donna Jacobs; one brother-in-law Marvin a year ago.
Gasoline pnces have dropped
Ai Senor Daniel Sanchei
"There is plenty of oil availAllen, Jr.: and one daughter Shelia Barrow.
She is survived by.: one daughter Landra Sanders and husband as crude oil prices fell from able right now.. and oil market
Steve ol Henry. Tenn.; one sister Scytha Allen of Clarksville, Tenn.; about $81 a ban-el in the past fundamentals are bearish.- said
Nissan of Paducah
two brothers Noble J. Knight and wile Jane of Murray. Larry Knight week. tnostly on worries that the energy. consultants Cameron
Home of the Lifetime Warram.‘
and wife Soria ot Mayfield; one granddaughter; and several nieces U.S. and global economic Hanover. "The question for
(this) week is whether they will
and nephews. Serving as pallbearers were Kenny Cook. Stacy Cox, recoveries are losing steam.
is proud to welcome
On Monday benchmark be allowed to further develop
Steve Clendenin. Jimmy Barrett. Ban-y Mathis, Gary Dunn and
LeRoy Parrish. Contact Landra Sanders, 1970 Herrondale East Rd. crude for September delivery their theme of weakness through
Henry. Tenn.. 38231. or call 731-644-1769 for information regard- fell 15 cents to settle at $75.24 a lower prices...
barrel on the New York
Quien gustosamente le servira
Experts at Commerzbank
ing memorial contributions.
Mercantile Exchange. Economic agreed but did not see oil prices
para sus
data curbed investor enthusiasm. falling off a cliff. "The likeliNecesidades automovilisticas en espanol y en ingles.
New York•s Empire State hood of a sharp collapse in crude
Manufacturing Index released oil prices to below $70 is unlikeHappy to assist you with all of your automobile
Monday showed a slight ly given that we have yet to
needs in t)oth Spanish and English.
increase this month. but not as enter the most dangerous part ot
CA N1PBELLS N'II I.E. Ky.. private sector would
Llamenos al 270-443-0946
the much as expected. The global what is supposed to be a very
(AP) - Republican Rand Paul government an estimated $47 picture was no brighter. Japan busy hurricane
o vicitenos a su conveniencia.
season.is taking aim at federal payrolls billion a year. Paul also ttuok a reported surprisingly low ecoSevere weather can threaten
Call 270-443-0946 or stop by at your convenience.
as a sign of government excess poki: at gosertiotent workers in nomic growth in the second oil and
gas production in the
as the Senate candidate criti- his speech. using a small busi- quarter. and China -- the Gulf of
3164 Park Avenue • Paducah, KY
Mexico and the
cizes federal overspending to a ness operator from London who world's biggest energy con- pipelines
that deliver them.
tea party gathering. Paul said the has 56 workers as an example. sumer, also showed slower Although
tropical stoms and
average federal worker makes Paul said that if the government growth as Beijing clamped hurricanes
have yet to pose
$120.(XX1 a year - twice the took over his business, thc 56 down on a credit splurge driv mg much
threat. Tradition Energy
salary' of the average private workers would complain they're up real estate prices.
analyst Addison Armstrong
worker. He said that bringIng hay ing to work ux) hard and
The stock market was listless notes the ongoing hot weather
federal salaries in line with the mould want to hire more people. on Monday. swaying from small that's
Investments Since 1854
gripped most of the
prit-cs :is of 'I
m
gains to small losses.
nation.

Pump prices drop
as crude is plentiful

Nissan of Paducah

Daniel Sanchez.

Paul: Federal workers
make too much money
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Senior pick up day scheduled
Need Line's senior (CSFP) pick up food day will be Thursday,
Aug. 19. from 10:30 a.m. to noon.
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Calloway County FireRescue will he conducting its
annual fundraiser in the form of
d mailer to county residents
starting this week. The mailer
constitutes the only fundraiser
the squad condui.ts.
It asks for donations for the
rescue division which is not
supported by tax revenue and is
funded solely' on a donation
bails. All residents will receive
a flyer in the mail and are asked
to take time to read it and contribute as they can.
Questions can be directed to
the main station at 101 East
Sycamore St.. or by phone at
753-4112.

Calloway County Laker Bands will observe rebate night at Nick's
Family Sports Pub on Thursday', Aug. 19. Residents must tell the
cashier at the register.

Support group to meet at MCCH
National Alliance on Mental Illness (NAM!) support group for
friends and families of persons suffering from a mental illness will
meet on 'Thursday, Aug. 19, at 6:30 p.m. Meeting will take place at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital in the piivate dining room to the
left of the cafeteria. For more information call (270) 748-6133 or
(270) 748-6923.

MHS Tigers Boosters to meet
The next meeting for the Murray High School Booster Club will
be Wednesday, Aug. 18, at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray High School
cafetena. All coaches, sports representatives, parents and other
interested individuals are encouraged to attend.

Stroke/Brain Injury group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Thursday, Aug. 19, at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Center for Health and Wellness classroom. Lindy Curry.
program director. will speak on "MCCH Geriatric Behavioral
Health Unit". All interested persons are invited. For more inforrnation contact Cheryl Crouch at 762-1557.

Town meeting to be held tonight
A Dexter town meeting will be today, Aug. I 7, at the Community
Center at 6 p.m. A potluck meal will be provided. Everyone is
encouraged to attend.

Rebate night for Laker Band given
Calloway County Laker Band will observe rebate night at the
'Taco John's on Wednesday, Aug. 18. Residents must tell the cashier
at the cash register.

CC Band Boosters will meet
The Calloway County Laker Band Boosters have rescheduled
their regular booster meeting to Tuesday, Aug. 24. The meeting will
be held in the high school band room at 5:30 p.m. All high school
and middle school family members and interested community members are encouraged to attend.

Back-to-School Blast to be held
A Back-to-School Blast will be held at North Elementary Sctax•I
tonight. Aug. 17, from 5-7 p.m. It is free to all North Elementary
School families. Everyone is invited to attend.

Overeater's Anonymous to meet
Overeater's Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at Christ
Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For information
call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-885(1.

Narcotics group will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Thursday from 7-8 p.m. at
St. John's Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or )877-447-2004.

TOPS Chapter will meet Thursday
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) Chapter #469 will nieet
Thursday' at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway County Public
Library. For more information call Stephanie Cunningham at 7536646.

Quilt Lovers to meet at library
Quilt Lovers of Murray will meet today. Aug. 17. at 6 p.m. at the
Calloway County Library. The program will be by Dawn Lanam on
making a cord wrap trivet.

Local cemetery needs donations
North Pleasant Grove Cemetery' is in need of funds for upkeep of
the cemetery. Donations may be mailed to Margaret Nell Boyd,
1102 Vine St., Murray. Ky. 42071.

Hazel City Cemetery in need of funds
Hazel City Cemetery is in need of funds tor the upkeep of the
cemetary. Donations may be mailed to Keith Mangrum 1437 Old
Whitlock Rd.. Puryear. Tenn. 38251 or Patsy Bramlett P.O. Box 8,
Hazel. Ky. 42049

Cemetery funds needed
The New Concord Cemetery is in need of funds to cover the summer mowing season. Tax deductible contributions may be mailed to
Mac Coleman. 2% Buchanan Lane, r•-lew Concord. Ky. 42076.

Photo provicied

CHAPTER TO MEET: The J.N. Williams Chapter, United Daughters of the Confederacy wil
meet Wednesday Sept. 1 at 5 p.m. at Ryan's Steak House. Plans will be finalized for
the
Kentucky Division meeting to be held in Murray Oct. 16. President Frances Spillman
urges all
members to attend. For more information call 435-4130. Pictured are, from left, Janace
Sims,
Barbara Smotherman, Donna Jackson, Frances Spillman. Janet Dees, Fran Osmus
and Lil
Courtney.
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Wilkins' promotion at Texas A&M
follows other teaching accomplishments
Dr. Michael S. Wilkins. formerly of Murray, and son of
Tommy and Margaret Wilkins
of Murray. was recently notified
of his impending promotion to
Full Professor of Accounting at
Texas A&M University. Dr.
Wilkins has been recognized for
outstanding performance in the
areas of both research and teaching. and, as a result, was awarded the PricewaterhouseCoopers
Teaching
Excellence
Professorship in Accounting for
2010-2014. This honor follows
his
eight
years
as
a
PricewaterhouseCoopers
Teaching Excellence Fellow.
Other teaching accomplishments include two Academic
Inspiration Awards(2004. 2002)
bestowed on him by two Texas
A&M Student Athletes of the
Year. Dr. Wilkins has also
received the Association of
Former Students Distinguished
Teaching Award at the College
level in 2002, and was named a
Montague Center for Teaching
Excellence Scholar (199920(X0.
Dr. Wilkins has published
over 20 scholarly articles in
such joumals as The Accounting
Review. the
Journal
of
Accounting Research, and
Contemporary
Accounting
Research. and has been honored
with a number of research
awards and grants. He was
named as a Mays Research
Fellow from 2(X)2-2(X)9. Recent
grants include a PwC Inquiries
Research Grant in 2009. a

• No one can make
, you feel inferior with1 out your consent."
Eleanor Roosevalt

••• •
•
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Baby Registry
D000 &Jeremy Barger

- Emily Bland & Andrew CurininOorn •
• Teleise Burkey & Alex Mason •
IP•
Misty &Jamie Carsal
II•
Whitney &Jay Clark
Nally
& Bnan Sinclair
Emily &Kenn Cunningham
•
0•
Michelle & Tim Gesell
•
Brandi & Chrs Greenfield
•
•
Gina & Dann Harness
n•
0• Elizabeth
& Arkfrew Harwei.
Alecia &Justin Howe!
Dr. Michael S. Wilkins
Lindsay & Russell Hughes
•
•
Dean's
Performance
•
Tara & Devin Lovett
Recognition Grant in 2007Ahsha Lynn & Ed Jahraon
2008. Mays Summer Research
Grants in 2008. 2003, and 2002. 6; Shelley &Jeremy McKee
•Stacey Mott &Patnck Underwood:
and Department of Accounting
Miranda & Michael Mohler •
Grants in 2(X)7, 2006, and 2(X)4.
•
•
Becky &Dustin Murphy
In 2010 Dr. Wilkins served on
•
Nicole 1, Chns Norsworthy
the planning committee for the
Rebecca & Tim O'Bnen
AAA Midyear Auditing meeting 0•
•4
•II
•4
which he will co-chair in 2011.
Megan & Danny Oliver
•
A 1985 graduate of Murray
Shannon &Jesse Ordunez ••
4
_
High School.
Dr. Wilkins ••
Athena &Ryan Payne
••
received a B.B.A in Finance in II•
al
•
Stephanie & Joey Peck
1989 and an M.S. in Accounting 0• Stephanie & David Perla*
in 1991 from the University of e•
Jessica & Kyle Reitz
•
•
Kentucky. He received his Ph.D.
• Mendith & Shane Raspberry •
in Accounting from
the
•
Amberly
&
Bnan
Rme
•
University of Arizona in 1994.
Brandy &James Stenberg
•
•
Since 1994 he has taught at
•
Sherry & Tony Szychlinsk •
Texas A&M in College Station.
•
Ruth
&
Clint
Todd
Texas where he lives with his
•
•
Kam & Anthony Vanhorn
wife Paige who is also a faculty'
•
•
•
Kirby Waldrop
•
•
Arriberly & Matt Walker
•
•
Bnttany &Kyle Warren
•
ird;2121201
.1)
(/12cemeril
•
Amber &Clint Wilson
•
Terra & Nicholas Weber
•
•
•
•
_
& Ehinght Willis
Jean Ellen &Dustin Whaiin
Mr. and Mrs. David and Stephanie Perlow are the parents of a son.
;Bethany Williams & Corey O'Bryan;
Theodore Franklin Perlow, born on Thursday. July 29 at 5:37 p.m.
•
Came &Jacob Wilson
•
The baby weighed five pounds five ounces and measured 18 inchAllie Winchester &Mason Lilly
es.
•
Grandparents are Walt and Maria Judy, Elizabethtown, and
Michael and Carol Perlow. Murray.
•
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FEATURED HOME
Experience the difference.
Providing Family Eye Care
and Fashion Eye Wear
for over 25 years!
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Help Bereall

Public Hearing
In accordance with the provisions of HB 44 enacted by
the 1979 Kentucky General Assembly. a public heanng
as been set by the Calloway County Public Library
Board of 11-ustees for September 1. 2010 at 4:00pm at
the Calloway County Public Library. The purpose of the
hearing is to inform the public that the Calloway
County Public Library District is proposing the 4.3 cent
tax rate with anticipated revenue of $688.536. This tax
rate reflects a VC increase in anticipated revenue. The
triX ratt• for the preceding year was 3.9 cents with
anticipated revenue of $609.285. The compensating rate
is 4.2 cents with anticipated revenue of $672,524. The
expected revenue front personal property is $160,977.
The increase for the 2010 budget year is needed to
provide funds for renovating the building and to
offset the rising cost of books, library materials.
technoloe, equipment, and building maintenance
The Kentucky General Assembly has required
publication of this advertisement and the information
contained herein.
OnWIMOStkitillaatli-1Wpi and ordInnnr,
amending the Citi car MUrrily Code of()Malan...
,
Chapter 50, fleneral l'erivuttens, Section 50 03, v on
nect Feet, and gunner charger,. and Section fat 06
Haronnection Chum Pabhc Pular,
aaLpseal Budaectb
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1

IMMEDIATE °PERMS EXIST
2 entry level posmons are available tor qualified
professionals to provide in-hom• 11414•11C4111 tOt
children and their families Pennyrile Allied
Community Servicm, Inc. is accepting resunses for
an entry level position in tts In- Hom• & Supenased

Visitation program in the Mayfield office. The
appticant must possess the following skills: a team
playot, wiNing to senre families &
excellent written & verbal conenunication skills. a
sell starter honest. flexible & punctual. have a
working knowirehle of r-ommunity resources
the
ahrt.ty to make informed decisions indepentlentIV
limning will he provkled A Bachelor's Degree in

SOCIal WOlia or 4
.o.ared hew

years working in human services
reQuired Please Rend 0111401710 by

I nilay Auguat I 371,
'Supervised Visitation Positioec/o Mr John Tedder. Executive Director
Permyrile Allied Community Services, int
Family A Community Intervention Programa
P.0 Box 549
HopkInevilie, KY 42241
Pennyrile Allied Community Services, Mc. Is
4, room tVitiorrunei overoval
Waiter District Manager
Gene;a1 Duties Supervise construction, mainte-

cleanliness of water district in calmplianoe with established procedures and stan
dards and federal. state and administrative reg
olations Supervises the installation new sonar
es and maintenance of existing services includ
ing (7.hecking laiereplacing meters Locate
waterlines and valves and maintain records and
maps of the distort Chock system for water
iaass and insures ail leaks are repaored Insures
daily logs. work orders 81-43 completed accurate
nance and

LEARN TO PREPARE
INCOME TAX
RETURNS Positions
availeble Persona
needed to
prepare income tax
returns SOBSOf1,4
employment Wr,
train Call 270-75.i
9204
or if no answer call 1
270-437-4531

prepared by
Warren Hopkins City Mummer.-

Son:Mars

Iv and in timely manner and works with cue
tomer or. complaints

10.501t)11011
'demo rtaii

and attends to their

Insures all proper paperwork is cam
monthly. quarterly and annually

Must be able to respond to calls in emenjenry

OtdigalinliMinberitUailiginn ordlnarirr
amending °Minoru,. Tr uraher 3174. adopted Oelobel
5 1958 which establialuel lonclang and unloading
/ones within the Cot ol Morray Kentucky. declaring it he unlawful to park in much zone.' for ar,y purpore other than for loading and unloading. det'armor 11 to he unlawful to load and unload on certain
protion,of certain atreeta except in demignated
loading and unloading tones
Dann_y

Huraiturta

Danni.0 Hudapeth. Mayor

recruiting

expenenced

professional
men

lourney-

painters

Expenence Would prefer knowledve of write,
distnbution business or related
field
There are no benefits and
upon experience within an
apprcved range

To

apply

call

voice
message No walk in
applicants accepted
EOE
753-6895 & leave

Interested parties may mail a resume to

PO Box 1040-R Murray. Kentucky 42071
Resumes
be accepted untii
Friday. August 20, 2010
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JUST give us P call,
we'll be Wad to help,
Your loved one we I!
try to find.
'Cause we all have
Furry or Faathered
Friends Here at the
Ledger & Times.

PO Rot
killir.1.
• kV.

Call 753-1916

competitive wages
and an excetlent benefit package

PRACTICAL Dental
Assisting:
Registration is now
open Class begins on

Help Monaid
2 Mechanics Wanted
Must have own tools
Apply in person at
Holland Auto Repair
407 S 4th St Murray

DISCLAIMER
When attettiny the

help Wanlet1. set
011 out tla•sified.
wehpage
mumayledget t OM.
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to jobnelwoft t 0111
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listings bill appear on
rho echsite
liowc yet.
national
IrstIng,
on Ale lObnet
t 0111
MT plat t•I 1111,q.gh
the Munro. Ledger
h limes
all
it !oat! have any
you'

question. regaiding
the Mottas area
lbank you

INSURANCE
billing
clerk for medical office
Expenence required
Send resume' with references to PO Box
1040 D
WINDOW
Cleaning
Tecnnician wanted $9.
13 per ror Will train
Send resume to PO
Box 1521 Murray. KY
42071 or fax to 7537264 Apply online at
www sonlightwindowcleaning com

11.

2010

Classes are scheduled
on

060

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
,pplications for Slate Registered Nursing

Assistants We offer

Sept

joh

CHRISTOPI4Di'S
COINS for SAIP Al
13/0,16 N Treasures A
Heart ol Hazel Dr Joe
iihrolarin owner,
vim Rises
8,
buys
coons 270-753-4161
WASHER 8 dryer,
motor

home,

Case

real estate lots
Will consider trades
753-4109. 227 1546

fraffOr.

[Egto-LARC.E
&ELECTION
USED.APPLIAN4
111/AIRIALKINS
f.(1‘, ci,iith 1701

Saturdays

for

Apply in person at
BrItthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton.
KY 42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE EOFJAAE

Furibilinge
MATCHING
plater
couch & loyeseat $250
OBO 270-759-4887

PIANO lessons for
children age 5-teens
$10 00 per 30 minute
esson Contact Kristin
, '11)336-1787
Mobilo Homes

FOC Sal•

1997 Fleetwood 16x7C1,
2BR. 2BA. excellen
condition
270-9789819 or 270-703-7634
2001.
3BR.
2BA,
Fleetwood
28'1(44'
334 585-0901 ask tor
Betty
2005 16x84 Clayton
38R, 2BA, vinyl siding.
nice. 270-489-2525
2BR & Lot. S12.900.
270.75343012
280
Motel* Homes For Rent

11

weeks Allowing you to
keep your present lob,
while you gain skills for
a rewarding career
Most Dental Assistants
have evenings, week
ends and holidays off
Information
and
Registration
forms
available
al
www bohledental com
or call our office 27°442-0256 Financing
available Enrollment

Domes &Childcare

Christian Childcare
MDM COMPUTERS
Center now enrolling
Service/Sees
ages
1 5
years
Repairs/upgrades
Located at 810 Whanell
759.3556
by Neon Beach Fulltirne rate is $1101wk
Bey
Part-time
rate
is
$23/day wrth a 2 day
minimum
270-767- ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
1177
KY Registered Child
CASH paid for
Care Provider has
good. used guns
openings for children
Benson Sporting
ages 6 months to 5
Sirloin Stockade Now
Goods. 519 S 121h,
years.
Reasonable
Hiring.
Full Time
Murray
Rates! Call 270-293Bakery Prep Cutter
Experience prelerred. 0374
AFFORDABLE CHILD- GOOD use stove.
Apply in person.
refrigerator. a/c unit,
CARE ANY DAY, ANYTOM'S Grille7Now hir- TIME 270-873-2029
and storm windows
ing expenenced cooks
753-4109
Apply in person after OFFICE and house
WOULD like to -mottolpm at 1501 N 12th cleaning. references
buy 3 BR house with 5
available
St
270 227to 10 acres 1.937-570
3049
WANTED
2920
RETIRED MILITARY
Dependable, work-onSPOUSE
SEEKING
ented person for manuHOUSES TO CLEAN
Articles
al labor at Murray
270-227-4502
For Sale
Recycling
Must be
Super Chiming
able to work well with
All aluminum trader
Do you need your
the public & co-work
4x6. with ramp Gave
house cleaned top to
ers, work in extreme
2400 for
Will sell to
bottom Give
weather conditions
$400 270-753-4871 o
me a call 731 -336do heavy lifting if nec270-293-0002
3891
essary Please apply in
person at 201 Woods
Mattress Sale
WILL clean houses
Road. NO PHONE
Close Outs
or offices
CALLS PLEASE
Overstocks
Reasonable rates
Factory Seconds
270-978-211M.
LOCAL childcare facili•
270-767-1900
ty is looking for a fullWOULD like to sit with
702 N 12th St
time teacher. exp prethe elderly Do have
Muria
ferred. Call 753-2077
experience 933-0621

Extremely nice ono
bedmom
Hazel vv,
pay the electric
water. trash. end
rash all appliances
including washer A
dryer Only $550/mo
You won I find a nor deans( apario
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3RR apt

NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets 753 9866

OR 2br riots nee
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposo
required 753 4109
1BR apartment
1
room efficiency apart
men' near campus,
available now No pets,
No smoking Call 270
753-5980
1BR fully furnished.
per month. 7671580

S250

2 bedroom. 2 bath. as
appliances included
82
Stanford
Dr
$550/month
and
deposit No pets Call
753-9999

474 87ti7 If n.
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4BR. C/1-17/4. ai appliances Coleman RE
753-9898
tre Full
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Free
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building

pews and pulpit or
apprommately. 1 sue

of ground. Murray.
KY
Cell (800) 542-2827
or cell (931) 279-1287
'Good* to 'Fair condition
Ready I,/ USA'

1 ,••

FOR Rent:Commercia
Building on South 4th
Street. Contact Pam
(502-3144328)
for
details.

&Supeles
Collie mix puppies 8
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Feathertite
Combination
Horse
Trailer
Like
new,
$11 000 270-293-5381

MR. .1110•11

Feo Mb

HAY
4 %AWN
Square & Round
Call 270.753-6848
bokaw 8 00pm
Futrell Farms

ft." 1
AAF Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753 7668

t'APF.

•Ilueret I edger Ilree. I al.
I lotlatng 4.1 4.1011.4.
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Lerge yard, W/D hookup. garage. NO PETS
$650/ +deposit Call
270-436-5927 or 27°978-2861
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hop Fa Reel

1BR House for rent in
Murray Very clean
S375/mo IAA deposit
270-978-7382

1414
Oakhill
Dr
Campbell
Estates,
t45x1 7511. perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or 270
978-0876

MURK %I

119E Mam
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9 a m.
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Money
Order
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Nilme
10X18 Sr 10115 141
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I St Addmut
t 270i re I-6906
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PREMIER
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Daytona, Ph
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I Slate

enside climate control

alarmed
*Safe & clean
+We sell boxest
eAre rent Utlauls
753-9600
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Find out what's,
happening
this summer... I
e
e
subscribe to the
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Behind Murray Business Center

1 8 4BR Houses
Lease
&
Depose
Required
270-753
4109

4207t
270-753-5562

useio. 3 ys
3FIR. 2RA 10
$59.500
11415

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.

TOP of the line 3811.
2 5BA. all appliances.
garage with opener
907A N 20ffi St 7535344

1850 SI RI

r ARM FOR
House A 69 a(

leave mowing

NOW LEASING
1. 2 A 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Di
Monday.
Wednesday, Freckly
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD 01 -800-648.6056

Murray. NY

Close to T
beautifully r
2BR,
2BA
garage/shop.
acre
Many
S129.900 Fi
BYOWNEI
#22760093

53-1853

LARGE. 31-3A.
lull
bath, all appliances,
C/Ii/A, lawn service
227-5173
Noce 1BR, furnished
apartment for tent
270-753-3474

NOW 1

%MI 114.4
..11op North
5:1 0531

313R. 2BA
604 Sycamc
Menet or love
lv S621(
.' 70-227-204:

7

$550 water. sewage A
trash furnished, no
pets 293-3710 2934600

LARGE 4bd, 2ba. hard
wood ffoors. dishwash
er. stove indge. wash
er, dryer hook-ups. cod
ing lens. central air/
gas heat, fireplace.
large deck. fenced
back yard. large 2-car
garage, water and
trash included $925 1
year lease. references
and deposit required
Call (270) 873-4791

szlezon
VISA

812 Whitnell 1670.-

riewly remodeled, on
campus, CAI. A. MD

4BR,
W/D.
16i4
Hamitton.
$70Ohno.
next to MSU. 270-7530606

114 Woc
Avon
3BR. 1
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Mike C(
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Electricity

(270) 753 1713

salary will be based
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NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertion of
their ad for any error
Murray Ledger &
Tlmes will be responsible for only one
incorrect insertion
Any error should be
reported immediately
so corrections can be
made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Tomes consider* its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times. nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
actIvrties
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Bides out of the barn
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Summar. prepared in
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ATTN
Tobacco
Farmers Sawdust and
wood chips available
270-978-1942
KINDERMUSIK
Register now for Fall
classes Classes available for ages Newborn
5-years old Register
by calling (270)751
3763 or (270)978 1960

$280
Great Deal,
NASA Memory Foam
mattress set , never
used. $350 Brand
name Twin mattress
set . still in plastic.
$120 Can Deliver,
270-210-0616

s4uatiors at all hoots The duties listed above
are not intended to rover all of the duties and

have 4 years professional painting experi-

Attest
tfAiiaLia_MilaUFf
Marla kb(lure, City Clerk

GET irms ixl
AD FOR ONLY
$73.00 PER
MONTH
CAI.L 753-1916

King pillow top mattress set, new in pies
tic. warranty. Must Sell.

rasponsibiloties
PAINTING contractoi is

Notice

Al now Queen pillowlop mattrees set. still in
plastic. with warranty.
$170 Full We mat
tress/box spring. brand
new, she in package
$140 Brand name
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Additions. Remodeling
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By MARCIA DUNN
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL. Ila. t AP1
Spacewalking mammon s
installed a new, ammonia pump to the International Spa,c
Station on Monday. accomplishing the urgent cooling ...tem
repair', after more than two weeks ot impaired opcnitions in
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Spacewalking
astronauts plug
in new cooling pump

Air

roNtion.
t onnwl
NW, iga,
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Mi

41,111,.”

s Fet &ale

Jekh111 Dr ,
I
Eststes,
t. perfect for
basement
;469 or 270

what's I
ening
nmer...

NIaking his third spaCCWillk 111 1101 10 tlaVS. 1)014718s
WheellIck
NOMA)-Slit' p1111111 11110 place then honed
down as Tracy t'aldwell Dyson hooked up power cables
Ati initial test proved successful. "Sweet.- Vviivelock
exclaimed.
The astronauts then connected all the ammonia fluid lines. To
everyone's relief. the work went smoothly. v.ith no apparent
ic.ikage of the toxic substance Rack
the lirsi spacewalk,
ammonia streamed out and lowed NASA to add an extra outing
to get the ?Oh &WIC.
pr011dly
lift the CtleCkikt Ott his anti
to
the TV cameras. Printed in black ink were the words. "Game
over!!Flight controllers quit have more tests to conduct. II everything goes well. NASA expects to hint., the space station's (Itsahleil cooling loop hack in action to; Thin inlay.
Die orbiting lah has been operating on only halt its normal
cooling capability ever since a crucial ammonia coolant pump
tailed July .11. Science rest-limit was halted and unnecessary
equipment turned oft to avoid overtaxing the single lunctioning
cooling line.
It look two spacewalks, hut Wheelock and Caldwell Dyson
I malty removed the broken pump last week.
NASA said it fourth spacewalk eventually will he necklet! to
move the failed pump into a better storage hvittion. hut managers are uncertain whether this crew or :mother will carry: out
the work
The pumps
weighing 780 pounds apiece
ate needed to
drive ammonia through cooling loops and keep electronics
equipment rutin oserheating. Vom spare pumps were on
hoard.
the one installed Monday was the oldest ot the hunch.

Miss Universe 2009 says her replacement is clear
By OSKAR GARCIA
Associated Press Writer
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competition to make miss unisetse lite two.
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Horoscope

by Jacqueline Mar

li A111'1'
ItIRTIII1A1 for
1VesInesday. Aug. In, 2010:
1111..
Olen poll hack to
f all ilito a neat dream slalo
alloWittg NO01 11111ar111,111011 10
take over. Whitt liemit•tirt.

TAURUS (Aprll 20-May 20)
**** A squabble with a child
or loved one could be resolved.
The biggest problem is the
attachment that you and the
other party give to your words
Don't work on ugh! or wrong,
.4 1111 1:011111
CV.11111)!
honor your differences Tonight.
11411111 10 ness.
mimic sohnions
Favorite meal. favorite person
loti ate initistiall
GEMINI(May 21-Juno 20)
hirnit-1 that ;akin when. ci it is ***** Others seek you out
needed If .011 aic single. the
You could misunderstand what a
question is \\ ho is tight 1,11 family member says Don't stand
sou' Noll ..
ha.e multiple on ceremony. Otrockly clear out a
swims this .eat If
ate misunderstanding Make phone
:ma,bed,
disco.el that calls. schedule leisurely meetings. Tonight Hangtng out with
10111.1111IC
11C111(111
0111
friends.
11.1:1111011ShIp once again I ino.
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
SA( tITTARILIS
:topic, Loc. **** If you don't
gel too hung
yout humor and abilit. 1,1 Litigh
up on details and a misunderstanding. you could accomplish
The Mars Slum the kind of a lot Focus or) errands and
Day 'Smell
clearing out work, especially if it
s 1h
4 Positive. .i-AAta.u7c. .7. So Ao. could impact your resources
Become art efficient hawk for a
I Difficult
day' Tonight: Treat yourself to a
coveted item
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
***** Pull back and survey LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
your °pitons, whether making a ***** You make quite A
business decision or forming splash wherever you are. Others
also enjoy that panache -- iust
plans lot the next fevv days
witnessing it encourages more
Choose
somethIng
new
Confusion surrounds getting a independent creativity. Do be
meeting and a conversation off careful with funds. A mistake
might happen Tonight Center of
the ground Confirm re-iterate
Tonight Wherever you can be all the fun and goings-or)
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sopt. 22)
spontaneous
*** if you can work from

home, please do. YOU also might
need a vacation, especially as
yott have worked so hard. Listen
to your instincts with a parent or
domestic matter YOU have a
strong sense of what will work
Tonight Time just for you.
LIBRA (Sspt. 23-Oct. 22)
***** You might be giving off
mixed messages, causing confuOM and a potential misunderstanding You have a lot going
on, stop and center yourself
belom having an important conversation. Meetings draw a lot of
support for a project. Tonight
Where the action is Certainly
not alone.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Y011 might want to
spiurge, but at what cost?
Everyone needs some nine to let
go and indulge. You aro no
exception Just honor your limits_
A boss or someone critical to
your well-being is observing you
Be wise Tonoght• Treat a pal to
munchtes And a drink
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** The Moor) in yoga sign
gives you an additional push to
succeed or follow through on
whatever is important Reach out
for A trusted and respected
expert or friend at a distance A
problem with a boss or someone
you look up to witl pass. if you
handle 11 CO/ teC11V Tonight

Whatevni knocks your So( 1‘.. .,ff
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22.Jan. 19)
** If you find an toner dialog
running through yottr mind, slop
and listen YOU are a sign ttlat'S
all about action Nevertheless,
gather facts and decide whtch
course is appropriate tonight
Get some extra Ft and F1
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 19)
***** As a sign. you count orl
your Mends YOU also might
have the expectation that yout
friends will treat you as you Real
them Don't be surprIsed If that
expectatton isn't always met
People are different. and you
don't need to get into a squabble
over
the
issue
Tonight:
Frolocking with Mends
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You are running the show,
like .1 or not A partner could
cause a lot of confusion The
upset is far bigger than the
issue When you hncl out what is
going on. both of you will regain
your sense of humor Tonight
Could be burntng the midnight
oil
BORN TODAY
Director Roman Polanski(i 933).
actor Robert Redford (1936).
actor Christian Slater (19691
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at www.jacquellnebr
gar eon)

•tO Mft
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\ region:11 conference offering insight
hcalth care retintti targeted tin

ter Mail
fiP111111
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Looking Back
len years ago
Kentucky Gov Paul Patton,
flanked by Murray State University President Kern Alexander and
Public Ask ocate Ernie Lewis.
speaks during the nbbon cutting
cetemons held ffir the Department of Public Advocacy's new
public delender office. The new
ull-tnne DPA office will serve
those is Calloway and Marshall
counties w ho have been accused
of climes hut are unable to afford
legal representation.
Mun-ay State LIMY ersity students turned out in droves for
the Racers first home game of
the SCaskIII. a 42-20 victory over
Southern Illinois Unis.ersity. The
attendance estimate w.as 7.068
from MSU.
Births reponed include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Rob Joseph.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of Kentucky State Trooper Chuck Robertson demonstrating how- to break
away from an attacker's hold on
Carol Clark. Murray• State University. student from Mayfield, at
a self-defense class, sponsored by
Jackson Purchase National Organization tor Women at Murray
State University. The photo was
bs Staff Photographer Kns Fazi.
Births reported include a girl
to Stacey and Melissa Brown, a
girl to Dawn and Charles Rushing. a girl to Becky. and Ronald
Cook and a girl to Teresa and
James Gilson.
Thirty years ago
Nelson Shroat has been named
Realtor of the Year by MurrayCallowas County Board of Realtors. He es pictured with Bill
Kopperud. 1979 Realtor of the
Year.
Euple Ward. executive director of N1urray-Calloway County
Need Line. will speak at a meeting of Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Stassen Arnold.
a boy to Mr. and Mis. Rickie
Hughes and a boy to Mr. and

Mrs. David Enoch.
Forty years ago
4.678 students are enrolled an
the city and counts. schools for
the 1970-71 school year Enrolled
in grades 7 to 12 at Murray High
are 946 and in grades I to 6 at
the three elementary. centers are
936; enrolled at Calloway County' High are 768, and in grades
I to 8 at the six elementary. centers are 1,818: enrolled in kindergarten to grade six at Murray
University School are 216.
Pvt. Robert Keith Martin is now
serving with the U.S. Army in
Illecheim. Germany.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Miller
and a boy. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hal Banks.
Fifty years ago
Calloway County High School
will open for the first time on
Sept. 6. along with the six elementary' centers. Principals are
William B. Miller. CCHS: Charles
Lassiter. Alms; Franklin Jones.
Faxon; Baxter Wheatley, Hazel.
M.B. Rogers. Kirksey. Raymond
Story, Lynn Grove and Otis
Eosins. ['kW Concord.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Hancel Bonds, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jtse T. McKendree and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Gerald Tucker.
Sixty years ago
Fairly high winds and rain
pounded Calloway County nearly' all das. yesterday.. Little damage was reported in the city.
although some roof leas were
reported. Calloway County Assistant Extension Agent Clarence
Mitchell said damage %vas reported to corn and tobacco crops in
the county.
State Representative Barkley.
Jones spoke about "Let's Take
Inventory," at a meeting of Murray Rotary Club.
Annette Morehead and Edwin
G. Schmidt
be married Aug.
26.

COMI6/ FEATURES
Current fashions offer women
little that's decent to wear
DEAR ABBY: I am writing
ahout the letter from "Can't Believ.e
My Eyes" (June 20). ho is bothered by the amount of cleavage
women display every w here. I have
heard many negative comments
in the workplace regarding
women's tasteless attire. Hut most
ot !!‘,• .111.., I hear come from
other women
in
stores
while we try
to shop for
clothes. They
are shocked at
how
little
there is to buy
that
is
'decent" to
wear. They. as
Dear Abby
well as I. are
tired of havBy Abigail
ing to buy
Van Buren
tank tops to
wear under
shirts or dresses that are cut too
low or are too short.
I have three daughters who dress
for professional jobs. They. too.
express similar frustration at finding clothing that is appropriate to
wear. I am sure some women like
plunging. skin-tight clothing, but
from what 1 hear the majority do
nor Store clerks get complaints and
have passed them on to the buyers. But the buyers say there is
not much else available. -- FRUSTRATED SHOPPER IN WEST
VIRGINIA
DEAR FRUSTRATED: I
empathize with your frustration.
The feedback from readers on this
subject has been abundant. and
many agree with you. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: As the mother
of a well-endowed 13-year-old
daughter. I agree with "Can't
Believe My Eyes." I hate shopping for clothes with my daughter. It's not because she is difficult. but because the styles are
so revealing. My daughter wants
to dress trendy while 1 want her

to stay cosered up.
I have the same problem when
1 shop for myself. We use tank
tops and hidden safety pins to
keep "the girls" under wraps. 'The
problem is not lack of modesty
of the wearer. hut the clothing
designers and manufacturers. I can't
watt until the styles change. but
tor now we are doing our best
to cover up. -- OKLAHOMA
READER
DEAR ABBY: Hooray for
"Can't Believe's" comments on
cleavage at businesses and schools,
but I'm more disturbed by the
number of women -- young and
not so young -- who show was
too much in church. I'm a guy
who appreciates God's handiwork.
bot please. ladies. don't showcas.
it in the pews. -- DISTRACTED
IN ROME. N.Y.
DEAR ABBY: In your answer
you stated there was also a lot
showing "south of the bonier." In
Mexico? What about Louisiana?
I'd like to go there! -- BRUCE
IN HAWAII
DEAR BRUCE: Oh. come on!
I didn't mean that kind of geograPhYWhy do people feel the need
to dictate the standards of appearance for everyone else? If it doesn't harrn you, it's none of your
business. If you don't like the
employees where you shop. go
somewhere else.
I'm a 54-year-old guy who looks
and dresses conservatively. My
dentist has spiky hair with purple streaks and looks young enough
to be in high school. My mechanic has a hole in his earlobe you
could shove a quarter through.
My electrician has tattoos on his
face. But they all do great work.
and I wouldn't trade 'em. Why
force everyone into one narrow
description of what's "acceptable"?
I'm for ability over appearance. - OPEN-M1NDED IN PHOENIX

Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday.. Aug 17. the
229th day of 2010. There are 136
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History':
On Aug. 17, 1960. the newly
renamed Beatles (fortnerly the Silver Beetles). consisting of John
Lennon. Paul McCartney. George
Harrison. Stuart Sutcliffe and justhired drununer Pete Best.. began
their first gig in Hamburg. West
Germany at the Indra Club.
On this date:
In 1807. Robert Fulton's North
a A Et "ir Et IL

lip hi

E.
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Nonhealing wound
requires attention
DEAR
DR. GOT1':
In
November 2009. I pulled a nb muscle in my back while working out in
the gym. It later became abscessed
arid subsequentls' burst. discharging
a cloudy. liquid. The following
month, I saw a surgeon who
thought it could be infected. He cut
into
the
wound
to
remove the
fluid and bad
tissue
At
home. we had
to pack the
wound
and
cover it two
times a day.
This c it sled
tension with
Dr. Gott
my wife, as
she had to do
By
it because I
Dr. Peter Gott could
not
reach
the
area.
In June 2010, the surgeon decided
the wound was not healing. He suggested that he reopen it. remove
additional tissue and sew it up,
turning it into a primary wound.
The initial wound was 5.5 centimeters deep by 5 centimeters long attd
4 centimeters wide. Now it is going
to be made even larger.
W`e met with another surgeon who
suggested he would make the
wound even bigger and "dishpan" it
so it would be easier to pack. I'm at
my wits' end. I have had two openheart surgeries that healed in
weeks. Six months later. I'm starting all over. I still have no infection,
but no one can seem to get the
wound to heal. Do you have any'
advice?
DEAR READER: There are a
number of reasons why. wounds do
not heal, but it often gets down to a
lack of blood supply. Blood transports oxygen, platelets and plasma
to heal wounds. That's why people
with diabetes (diabetic ulcers).
infections (from bactena or foreign
bodies), smokers (vascular disease)
and a host of other conditions have
difficulties healing wounds. I'm not
sure why yours has persisted for so

long. but it's time for a change.
Get a referral to a top-notch surgeon at a local, well-respected hospital. Explain the length of time you
have had the open wound and the
circumstances leading up to it. If
there is an underlying cause hampering your recovery. be sure to
address anti correct it. Then ask
alsout treatment with IV antibiotics;
vacuum-assisted closure; stem-cell
therapy. which can provide the
injured tissue with cells that can
develop into healthy tissue; and
skin grafting.
Millions of dollars are spent
every year because of nonhealing
wounds. Add that to the trauma you
and many other people sufft r on a
daily basis, and it's hard tr put a
price on. You need the he.p of a
wound-care specialist. who can
determine the reason your wound
isn't healing and take the necessary.
steps to ensure it does.
To provide additional information. I arn sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Diabetes Mellitus."
Other readers who would like a
copy should send a self-addressed
stamped No. 10 envelope and a S2
check or money order to
Newsletter. P.O. Box
167,
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or print an order
form
off
my
website
at
www.AskDrGottMD.com. Good
luck.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My husband
uses self-catheters four times a day,
voiding into a urinal he holds
between his legs. He uses a baby
wipe before and after on his hands
and nnses the urinal. He belie.ves
this is enough. I wish he would
wash his hands under running water
after putting his urinal away. Is
there any way to convince him to
do this'?
DEAR READER:Try a compromise. Ask him to wash his hands
under running water before coming
to the dinner table. using the telephone, touching doorknobs, and
after petting thc dog. Make it sound
as if it's his idea to deter bacteria.
notyours.

Hints From Heloise
River Steamboat began heading
up the Hudson River on its successful round-trip between New
York and Albany.
In 1863. Federal battenes and
ships began bombarding Fort
Sumter in Charleston harbor during the Civil War, but the Confederates managed to hold on
despite SeN'Cral days of pounding.
In 1915. a mob in Cobb County'. Ga., lynched Jewish businessman Leo Frank, vwhose death sentence for the murder of 13-yearold Mary. Phagan had been com-

muted to life imprisonment.(Frank,
who'd maintained his innocence,
was pardoned by the state of Georgia in 1986.)
In 1942. during World War II.
U.S. 8th Air Force bombers
attacked Rouen. France.
In 1943. the Allied conquest
of Sicily. was completed as U.S.
and British forces entered Messina.
In 1960. the west African country' of Gabon became independent of France.
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Practicing Medical
Manners
Dear
Heleise: I am
writing
in
response to
your admonition that it is
by
important to
be FRIENDLY
AND
COURTEOUS with customers, clients and
friends. You have specifically mentioned bad experiences with nurses, techs and office staff being
rude or standoffish to patients.
(Heloise here: My coirunent was
that many readers have expressed
this opinion. not me.)
As a licensed medical professional. I am in total agreement
with
your
recommendations.
although there are two sides to
this coin. If you are having patient
care services. please be on time
and have your doctor's orders, insurance card and authorization.
If we are running behind and
you have to wan. it may. be because
others have arrived late, without
an order ur insurance card or authorization. and are demanding to be
seen. We have to call the doctor
or insurance carrier. which delays
service for all.

HeMse

Please do r10( take it out on
those providing your service; take
your complaints to a manager or
supervisor. Sometimes things
"come up" in the course of providing service. We strive to give
each patient the time needed and
schedule accordingly, but every person is unique.
We know you may be frightened. in pain and generally stressed
out. We are trained to deal with
these things, but you needn't take
this out on us either. I am willing to bet that most of us understand that we are there to help
you and realize our service to you
pays our wages. Remember that
kindness usually begets kindness.
-- Susan Upson, via e-mail
Susan, how right you are! I
have talked with physicians and
office staff across the country for
many, many years. Almost everyone tries to do a good job for
the patient and does not intentionally mean to be rude, shorttempered or unpleasant. As one doctor said to me. "Vs'e are not a
carwash, and cannot just run
patients in and out in a set scheduled time."
Other patients may be late. and
some wait until the physician is
just about to walk out of the room
to ask about another aliment or
the "embarrassing question." Also,

emergencies happen and must be
taken care of then. W'ould you
want your doctor to say: 'Oh,
sorry. out of time. I must move
on to the next patient. Come back
later or make another appointment'?" And, if it's y•ou or a family member with the emergency.
I'm sure you would be understanding.
Thank you for you insightful
letter. -- Heloise
PS.: A Health Hint from
Heloise: Be prepared when you
go to the doctor, have all paperwork and cards at hand, write
down (or think about) the questions you may have, and don't be
shy about telling the doctor what's
wroag or asking questions. Trust
me, doctors have heard it all!
Don't make them guess what you
need to know.
Readers, patients and health-care
professionals. I'd love to hear from
you on this "touchy" subject and
publish both sides of the stethoscope!
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heioise, P.C. Box
795000, San Antonio, TX 782795000. or you can fax it to 1-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloise(atd-leloise.com. I can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
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PREP VOLLEYBALL.

Service
game lifts
Lady
Tigers

MSU FOOTBALL

It's Ehrhardt
Racer Sports in Brief

Women%
basketball
unveils
2010-11
schedule

MURRAY
IMPROVES TO
2-0 ON SEASON
Staff Report
Strong serving keyed a
straight-set victory for Murray
Monday night as the Lady
Tigers defeated Mayfield at
Tiger Gym to improve to 2-0 on
the young season.
Murray won the first set 25-9
and took the seco,...1 25-11. As a
team, the Lady Tigers notched
15 kills, served 12 aces and
dished out 11 assists through the
match.
Catherine Claywell was the
kills leader for Murray with six
while also serving up two aces.
Chelsea Hill added three kills
and five aces.
Lauren Dieleman accounted
for all but one of the Lady
Tigers' assists, dishing out 10 in
addition to one kill and one ac.e.
Shelby Crouch contributed three
kills, three aces and an assist.
Murray improves to 2-0 on
the season while Mayfield falls
to 0-3.
In junior varsity action. the
Lady Tigers also won in two
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
sets. 21-19 and 21-6, and got Murray State quarterba
ck Jeff Ehrhardt delivers this pass over the outstretched arm
of defensive end Jamal Crook
strong serving from Eryn Fitzer during
Saturday's scrimmage at Roy Stewart Stadium. Head coach Chris
Hatcher named Ehrhardt the starting quarand Lindsey Coleman.
terback for the Racers' Sept. 2 opener at Kent State on Monday.
Murray travels to Fulton
County on Thursday. Match
time is set for 7 p.m.
On Saturday, the Lady rigers
will compete for the All 'A'
Region I title at Paducah Area
Sportsplex. Play begins at 8'30
a.m
By TOMMY DILLARD
"We thought if we could get
"If you didn't know he had
Sports Editor
Jeff Ehrhardt
him more reps, he had the the knee injury, when you watch
Jeff Ehrhardt will get one last
opportunity to be the best at thi,: him nin around and go through
By the Numbers
chance to quarterback a college
time.- Hatcher said. "With that all the drills, you wouldn't think
A look at Jeff Ehrhardt s season stalls.
football team.
being said, we have treniendous anything was wrong with him,"
tics through his first three years at
PRF:P GOLF
Behind a breakthrough seaMurray State
confidence in Casey ... but on he said.
son as a freshman in 2007,
the 17th of August, we feel Jeff
According
to
Yew G Comp-AttPct. Yds TD int
Hatcher,
Ehrhardt was named Ohio
has earned the right to be the Ehrhardt's leadership creden2007 11 236-393 60 1 2567 21 12
Valley Conference Freshman of
2006 169-266
63 5 1885 11 8
starter for that first ballgame."
tials as a senior didn't play into
2009 45-85
536 501 3 4
the Year, signaling what inany
Ehrhardt will get 90 percent the decision. He says both quarassumed would be the beginning
But on Monday evening, of reps in practice moving for- terbacks are respected by their
of a career that would alter the
first-year coach Chris Hatcher ward. Hatcher says. and the teamrnates and feels comfortrecord tmoks at Murray State.
coach wants him to become able with either from a leaderBut the St. Louis, Mo.. native ended the quarterback battle that more confident and
comfortable ship standpoint.
has
been
the
top
story
of
the
prefell on hard times. His sophoin the offense in the coming
After Saturday's scrimmage,
season,
giving
Ehrhardt
the
more season was interrupted
weeks.
Hatcher hinted at the possibility
before it got started when he starting nod over sophomore
When Ehrhardt went down of starting the season in a twoinjured his shoulder in the Casey Broclunan.
with a knee injury during spring quarterback system.
Hatcher
said
he
felt
Ehrhardt
Racers' season-opener.
camp, it looked as if Brockman
"I've won both ways," he
His junior season was equal- had been the most consistent would likely be the
static' this said. "So either works for me. I
performer
throughout camp, and
ly marred. He started two
fall. But the rising senior came always play the best, or whoevgames. suffered two concus- wanted to make the decision into fall camp with
more mobil- er I think is the best. Right now.
sions, then was demoted in favor now in order to give him more ity than expected,
and has sur- we think Jeff will give us our
reps
in
practice
before
the
seaof Nico Yantko and didn't play
pnsed even Hatcher with his
son starts Sept. 2 at Kent State.
the rest of the season.
•See EHRHARDT, 10
recovery.

SENIOR EARNS NOD FROM HATCHER,
WILL START RACERS'SEPT. 2 OPENER AT KENT STATE

Lakers
best fourteam field
at Heath

SMITH FIRES
RED-HOT 33 AT
MILLER TO
LEAD MI RRAY

Staff Report
Chasten Howard and Matt
McReynolds went low for
Calloway County as the Lakers
came out on top of a tour-squad
field at Silos Golf Course in
Paducah on Monday..
Howard and McReynolds
both fired 38s at the event hosted by Heath, and Calloway shot
156 as a team to secure the victory over the host Pirates,
Marshall County and Paducah
Tilghman.
Heath shot 161 to place second and was led byr medalist
Jason Straub, who shot a 37.
Marshall fired 166 as a team
while Tilghman shot 190.
Behind
Howard
and
McReynolds, Hunter Garrison
and Daniel Harper both shot 40
and Brock Simmons came in at
42.
The Lady Lakers travel to
Silos today to take on Heath.
Calloway's boys and girls will
take on Hickman County
Thursday at Oak Hill Country
Club.
Smith leads Tigers over
Mayfield
Jordan Smith blazed his way
through Miller Memorial Golf
Course Monday, shooting a
three-under 33 to lead Murray
to a victory over % isiting
Mayfield.
The Tiger boys earned a
nine-stroke % ictory o% er the
Cardinals, shooting a team
score of 169 to best Maytield's
10 See GOLF. 10

KENTUCKY BASKETBALL

Wildcats win second exhibition game
WITH JUST EIGHT PLAYERS DRESSED,
KENTUCKY THRASHES W. ONTARIO
By the Associated Press
WINDsOR. Ontario (API —
Kentucky won its second exhibition game in Canada despite
having a limited roster.
The Wildcats, with just eight
players available Monday night.
still managed to tum up the
defensive pressure in a 96-68
victory. over Western (Ontano)
University.
Kentucky started its threeday, three-game exhibition tour
without 6-foot-I I forwards Enes
Kanter (awaiting NCAA clearance) and Eloy Vargas (academics). Forward Terrence Jones, a
6-8 freshman. scored four points
in the first half of Sunday's
opening win over Windsor but
left atter seeming to aggravate a
shoulder injury'. Without Jones.
who was on the bench in street
clothes, the Windt:at% had no
player taller than 6-7.
The
school
announced
Monday that Jones was taken for
an MR1 in Detroit, and he was
diagnosed with a stress fracture
tif a rib. which was causing the
shoulder pain. He is expected to
be available once the Wildcat%
begin indi% idual workouts in

2010-11 Murray State
Women's Basketball

Up Next
Sunday Kentucky 95 Windsor 62
Monday: Kentucky 96 Western
Today vs Windsor 10 a m (al
Winosor
'Games televised on My 49 WDKA and
can be hearci on BKi Blue Spons
Network

01 See KENTUCKY. 10

tour
years, the Murray State
women's basketball team will
open the season in the friendly
confines of the Regional
Special Events Center. as the
Racers have released their
2010-11 schedule.
The Racers will host St.
Catharine and Mid Continent
Nov. 13 and 15 before hitting
the road for the next month.
"We are excited about the
opportunity to open the season
at home," said head coach Rob
Cross. "These games should
start the season on a good foot,
and with the game against Mid
Continent being a doubleheader with the men's team, it
should help build excitement
for our program."
The Mat schedules also
includes regional rivalries and
nationally-known programs.
The Racers first road outing
will be at regional-nval
Evansville (Nov. 17) and the
team will then travel to face St.
Louis(Nov. 21).
—The
games
against
Evansville and St. Louis allow
us to play against highly competitive programs from the
Missouri Valley and the
Atlantic 10 conferences," said
Cross. "These two games,
along with our renewed
regional rivalry' with Southem
Illinois will help prepare us for
the Ohio Valley Conference
sea.son."
The next road trip will be to
Southern Mississippi to participate in the Lady Eagle
Thanksgiving Classic where
MSC's first opponent will be
Kentucky (Nov. 26), a team
that advanced to the NCAA
Elite 8 in 2010. LouisianaLafayette is the other team in
the toumament field.
"We are excited to head
down to the Gulf region where
we will get to play a top 10
program in Kentucky," Cross
added. "Playing top programs
like Kentucky and Purdue will
help prepare us not only for
the rigors of the OVC, but also
for the size and athleticism
that we may potentially see in
the NCAA tournament."
The road trip continues into
the month of December when
the Racers travel to Eastern
See MSG, 10

Canada Exhibition Series

about a month.
Freshman Doron Lamb led
Kentucky. with 24 points. while
Darius Miller added 20 and
freshman Brandon Knight had
17 points and 12 assists. Knight
had 31 points on Sunday.
Kentucky used its full-court
pressure defense to turn a close
game into a blowout quickly.
forcing 27 turnovers.
"They were coming at us the
entire game." Western guard
Ryan Barbeau said. "Vt"e don't
see that (often) They just kept
coming and coming."
The Wildcats led by five
points with less than 2 minutes
remaining in the first half. then
turned it into 23-point lead 7

From %SU Athletics
I-or the first time tit

JERRY S MENDOZA / AP

Kentucky's Darius Miller shoots and scores over the
defense of Western Ontario's Luke Braund during the
first half of an exhibition game at St. Denis Centre on
Monday in Windsor. Ontario, Canada.

DATE
TIME
11-13
1 1-15
11-17
11-21
11-26
11-27
12-2
12-4
12-12
12-18
12-22
12-30
1-4
1-6
1-8
1-13
1-15
1-20
1-22
1-25
1-29
2-3
2-5
2-10
2-12
2-17
2-19
2-24
2-26

(All times PM
OPPONENT
ST. CATHARINE
7 00
MID-CONTINENT
5.15
at Evansville
TBA
at St. Louts
TBA
vs. Kentucky'
TBA
TBA•
TBA
at E. Kentucky
TBA
at Morehead St.
T9A
at Purdue
TBA
S. ILLINOIS
5.15
at UT Martin
7:30
SIU EDWARDSVILLETBA
IUPUI
7:00
TENNESSEE ST.
5.15
AUSTIN PEAY
5:15
at Jacksonville St.
TBA
at Tennessee Tech
TBA
EASTERN ILLINOIS 5:15
SE MISSOURI
5 15
at SIU Edwardsville TBA
UT MAR riN
5:15
at Tennessee St.
TBA
at Austin Peay
5.15
TENNESSEE TECH 5 15
JACKSONVILLE ST. 5.15
at SE Missoun
TBA
at Eastern Illinois
TBA
MOREHEAD ST
5 15
E. KENTUCKY
5.15

• - Lady Eagle Thanksgiving
Classic at Hattiesburg. Miss

SPORTS
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Kt:mm(71(1
FooTBALI
Former LSU
signee lands
at Kentucky

CARDINALS BASEBALL

—5'1rCIPPAE EN CPAllI?ED

Lohse figures to get
more chances

Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!'
211 S 12th St.:Murray KY • 753-3415

,
41
st.,„„1InStlfark,

PITCHER'S FIRST
START BACK IN
ST. LOULS NOTHING
TO WRITE HOME
ABOUT

SCOREBOARD
Toronto 3. Oakland 1

First Region Volleyball
All Times CDT

Tuesday's G111111“

Moodily

Hickman Co 2 Carlisle Co 1 (25-14.
23-25. 25-8)
Murray 2. Mayfield 0 (25-9. 25-11)
Today

Ballard Memonal at Paducah Tilghman
5pm
Community Christian at Christian
'-ellowship. 6 p m
Fulton City at Livingston Central, 6 p rn
Ma:snail Co at Calloway Co . 7 p m
Heath at GraveS Co.. 7 o rii

Devoe Verlander 13-7) at N Y
Yankees (Sabathie 15-5). 605 p
Se.ttle (French 1-3) at 13altimore
(Milhvood 2-12), 6.05 p m
L A Angels tJer Weaver 11.7) at
Boston (C Buchholz 13-5). 6 10 p m
Texas (Torn.Hunter 9-1) at Tampa Bay

By R.B. FALLSTROM
AP Sports VVraer
ST. LOUIS (AP) — After
getting smacked around in his
comeback start, St. Louis
Cardinals pitcher Kyle Lohse
left Busch Stadium not knowing
what was next.
The rough outing did nothing
to wreck his standing with the
Cardinals, who need the righthander to get back in stride for
the stretch drive.
"He did some good things
and had some problems and
stuff," manager Tony La Russa
said after Lohse was touched for
seven runs in three innings in
Sunday's loss to the Chicago
Cubs. "We're confident in him.
that's why he got the ball."
Lohse is 1-5 with an unsightly 6.79 ERA following his first
outing since undergoing forearm
surgery in late May.
He was a I5-game winner in
2008. and the Cardinals, who
felt they were so short in pitching that they parted with outfielder Ryan Ludwick to acquire
starter Jake Westbrook at the
trade deadline, are hopeful he
can regain that form.
The first time out, there was
one positive sign. After failing
to retire any of the five batters
he faced in the six-run fourth,
Lohse didn't trudge off the
mound holding his arm in pain.
"I'm back," Lohse said. "It is

(Garza 11-7), 6:10 p.m
Chicago White Sox (Danks 12-81 at
Mirmesota (S.Baker 10-9), 7 10 p m
Cleveland (J.Gomez 3-0) at Kansas
CitY (Greinke 7-11), 7.10 p m

Toronto (Morrow 9-6) at Oakland
iBraden 7-8). 9 05 p n-)

First Region Soccer
Boys Soccer
All Times CDT

National League

Monday

Community Chnstian 4 Union Co 0
St Mary 1 Reidland 0
Mayfield 5, Lone Oak 3
Today

Calhvay Co at Graves Co , 7 p m
Madisonville-North Hopkins a) Murray 7
Pm

All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Atlanta
69 49 585
—
Philadeophia
66 51 564 2L2
10
New York
59 59.500
57 60487 1112
Florida
Washington
/8
51 67 432
C.entral Division

Girls Soccer
Reidland 2 St

Monday
Mary 0
Today

Major League Baseball

American League
All Times CDT
Eaat Division
W
L Pct GB
New York
72 46 610
—
72 46.610
—
Tampa Bay
Boston
67 52.563 5t2
Toronto
9
63 55 534
Baltiniore
42 77 353 301..2
Central Division

act

GB

68 50.576
65 53.551
58 60.492
49 69415
49 69 415
West Division

—
3
10
19
19

W

Texas
Los Angeles
Oakland
Seattle

L Pct

GB

67

51 566

—

Louis
Milwaukee
Houston
Chicago
Pittsburgh

65
55
51
50
40

1
51 560
64.462 12t2
66.436 151/2
69 420 17L2
78 339
27

St.

Lyon Co at Calloway Co , 5 30
St Mary at Mayfield, 6 00
Graves Co at Lone Oak, 7 15
Hopkins Co Central at Raidtand 7 15

Minnescta
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Kansas City

W
Cincinnati

L

W

L Pct

GB

67
60
57
46

50 573
59 504
60 487
73 387

—
8
10
22

Monday's Games

Detroit 3, N Y Yankees 1
Baltimore 5. Seattle 4, 11 innings
Tampa Bay 6, Texas 4

West Division

San Diego
San Francisco
Colorado
Los Angeies
Arizona

W

L Pct

70
67
61
60
47

47.598
52.563
56.521
59 504
72 395

GB
—
4
9
11
24

Monday's Games

Pittsburgh 7. Florida 1
Atlanta 4. L A Dodgers 3
N Y Mets 3 Houston 1
San Diego 9 Chicago Cubs 5
Tuesdtty's Games

Florida (Nolasco 13-8) at Pittsbuigh
(Duke 5-11). 6-05 p m
San Francisco (Zito 8-6) at Phicadelphia
(Oswalt 7-13). 6:05 p.m
Washington (Olsen 3-4) at Atlanta
(Minor 0-01, 6:10 p
Mets (J.Santana 10-6) at Houston
(Figueroa 3-1), 705 p.m
San Diego (Garland 11-8) at ChKago
Cubs (R.Wells 5-10), 7:05 p rn.
Milwaukee (Bush 5-10) at St. Louis
(J.Grucia 10-5), 7:15 p.m
Cincinnati (Arroyo 12-7) at Anzona
(D.Hudson 3-0), 8:40 p.m
CoMrado lIChacin 5-8) at L.A.
Dodgers (Kershaw 10-7), 9 10 p.m

what it is. I didn't pitch very
good and I'm waiting to get back
out there."
La Russa said earlier in the
weekend that because the
Cardinals have three days off in
an eight-day stretch he would
give everyone in the rotation
two extra days' rest. Lohse took
the place of rc,okie Jaime
Garcia, who will pitch against
the Brewers on Tuesday.
Lohse's next outing likely
will be Sunday against the
Giants after a six-day break.
"I don't know what the plan
is," Lohse said. "Obviously,
we've got to get the guys that are
going good right now in as often
as possible.-

mi Ehrhardt
From Page 9
best opportunity to win at that
position."
A third quarterback who had
been in the competition. freshman tvlarshyl Rothman. will be
used at the position in certain
situations and will see some
time at svide receiver.
As a freshman, Ehrhardt
played in I 1 games and completed 60 percent of his passes.
throwing for more than 2,500
yards and tossing 21 touchdowns to just i 2 interceptions.
In 2008, he played in only

SportsBriefs
▪ The next MHS Tiger Booster Club meeting will be Wednesday.
Aug_ 18 at 5:30 p.m. in the Murray High School cafeteria. All coaches,
sports representatives, parents and other interested individuals are
encouraged to attend.
▪ Bucs Baseball is looking for a few expenenced players for its 12U
team tor the 2011 season. If interested, please call Craig Johnson at
(270) 559-2205.
II Corvette Lanes announces the following schedule tor league
meetings: Sunday Night Mixed Couples (Aug. 15, 6:30 p.m.), Thursday
Night Mixed (Aug. 19, 6:30 p.m.). Saturday Youth League (Aug. 21, 10
a.m.), Monday Night Men's (Aug. 23, 6:30 p.m.), Murray USBC
Association General Membership ;Aug. 23, 7 p.m.). For more information, call Donna Darnell at 759-9246 or Corvette Lanes at 753-2202.

nine games. but raised his completion percentage to 64 percent
and still managed to throw for
nearly 1,900 yards.
In 2009, he threw for just 501
yards and his completion percentage fell to 54 percent. He
threw three touchdowns to four
interceptions.
"I arn definitely very excited
arid I think it is a huge honor,"
Ehrhardt said in a Murray State
press release. "It was a great battle between all three of us this
simmer and I am thankful for
the opportunity...

•Golf

•MSU
with games against Tennessee
From Page 9
Kentucky
(Dec. 2) and State (Jan. 6) and Austin Peay
Morehead State (Dec. 4) for the (Jan. 8).
The final non-conference
early Ohio Valley Conference
games. The final road game of game of the season is set for Jan.
the seven-game road swing is 25 at SIU Edwardsville, as the
scheduled for Dec. 12 in West teams will be playing a homeLafayette, Ind., where MSU is and-away series to prepare for
set to face perennial NCAA next year when they will face
each other as conference oppopower Purdue.
The Racers will then return to nents for the first time.
The final home games of the
the RSEC for one game against
regional rival Southern Illinois 2010-11 campaign are set for
(Dec. 18) before going to face Feb. 24 and 26 against Morehead
UT Martin (Dec. 221 in the last State and Eastem Kentucky.
the
OVC
This
year
game before the Christmas holiTcumament will all be contested
day.
After the break, MSU will at Municipal Auditorium in
have a four-garne home stand at Nashville, Tenn., from March 2the RSEC beginning with SIU 5. The top two teams in the regEdwardsville (Dec. 30). The first ular-season standings will eam
game in 2011 will be against byes into the quarterfinal and
!ITU! (Jan. 4), with the rest of semifinal rounds.
the OVC schedule kicking off

From Page 9
178.
Behind Smith, Murray's
scores were higher. Jay Roth
came in at 43 while Blake
Graham shot a 45 and James
Boone finished at 48.
Trey Whitnell led Mayfield
with a 39.
On the girls side, the Lady'
Tigers came out on the losing
end of a three-way match with
Mayfield and Heath.
Heath took top honors,
shooting 175 as a team, while
Mayfield came in second at
210. Murray shot 220 and
placed third.
The Lady Tigers were led by
Earlena Sheets, who shot a 51.
Beth Graham came in at 54,
Hannah Williams shot 57 and
Grace Campbell finished at 58.

Murray returns to action
today, hosting Hickman County
and Fulton County at Murray
Country Club.

Cardinals sign
first-round pick
3B Zack Cox

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS

ST. LOUIS (Ail) -- The
St. l_ouis Cardinals signed
third baseman Zack Cox,
their first-round %kali prick. to
a $3.2 million, four-year contract
Second-round pica: JOITIRri
Swagerty. a right-banded
pitcher firm Arizona State,
also agreed to terms late
Monday night.

• What the statesman is most anxious
to produce is a certain moral character
in his fellow citizens,
namely a disposition
to virtue and the performance of virtuous
actions.
— Aristotle

CASTLEMAN TIRE
6 REPAIR, INC. 1
1880 State Rt. 121 So., Mayfield • 247•5864
Monday • Friday • 7:00 a.m..5:00 p.m.

*MICHELIN 'GOODYEAR •DAYTON
*FIRESTONE •KUMHO
•Transmission Flush
•Coolant Flush
•Belts, Hoses
•Used Tires

•Alignrnent
•Brakes
•Shocks
•Struts

10 Licensed Technicians With- 80 Years of Combined Experience

Kentucky
From Page 9
minutes into the second half.
"I thought in the first half we
got out scrapped so I was going
nuts," Kentucky coach John
Calipari said. "You can't play (at
Kentucky) and be that way so I
told them at halftime.'If that guy
is getting the best of you should
he be on this team and you be on
that team? Are we being real?
He's beating you.' The second
half I thought they came out and
competed. They're learning how
hard we're going to play."
Calipari is getting a twomonth head start on the season
with the foreign exhibition trip
and the 10 days of practice that
accompanies it.
"I work on being able to be
an attacking team offensively
and what happens by teaching
that is they' have to learn to
guard the ball." Calipari said.
"A.hen your entire team can
guard the ball then you become
a pretty good defensive team.
That's what we do defensively.''

JERRY S. MENDOZA / AP
St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Kyle Lohse sits in the dugout
during Friday's game against the Chicago Cubs in St.
Louis. After getting smacked around Sunday in his first
outing since undergoing forearm surgery in late May,
Lohse left Busch Stadium not knowing if he had a baseball future. But he's likely to get the ball again for a team
that needs the right-hander to get back in form for the
stretch run.

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
Former LSU signee Elliott
Porter has landed at Kentucky.
Porter originally signed with
the Tigers in February but was
released from his scholarship
earlier this Ammer when LSU
had too many players qualify.
Porter weighed offers from
several schools before signing
with the Wildcats. Coach Joker
Phillips says he believes the 6foot-4, 290-pound defensive end
can make an immediate impact.
Porter yvas a four-year letterman and three-year starter at
Archbishop Shaw High School
in Marrero, La. He had 85 tackles and 11 sacks as a junior.
Porter said the "family
atmosphere" at Kentucky tilted
his decision in favor of the
Wildcats.
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We Appreciate Your Business!
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G ARANTEED!

PADUCAH • 441-0016 • MURRAY - 753-6433• MAYFIELD - 251-0890
BENTON • 527-0406 • 1-800-264-1433• servallpestcontrolcom

